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Life of a student researcher - bhOndOO.

iisc life.

Abstract: This supposedly witty blog is for the life of a researcher at a place called Indian Institute of Science
or IISc.
Introduction: If you keep aside definition of research, and allow me to call myself as a researcher,
you will be able to name many poor souls by the same tag. This blog is a representative of the
unspoken feelings of such researchers. Since I belong to IISc, I speak of the dumb voices of souls in
IISc.

Algorithm:

while you have patience {

read a blog entry;

if you enjoy {

comment on the entry;

} else {

comment on the entry;

}

}

get back to work; /* guide is watching. */

Conclusion: Some 500 years ago, WordPress had an argument with IISc. Therefore, it setup
this platform and sent a spy to IISc to get the inside information. The information is secretly kept
and updated at this blog.

about.

Read the first entry on this blog to know about it.
Use http://iisc.wordpress.com/feed as the feed-url for posts, and
http://iisc.wordpress.com/comments/feed/ as the one for comments.

You can also read this blog in other languages using Google Translator: Arabic (right to left), Chinese,
French, Hindi, Spanish. For more languages, check out Google Translator.

I have a predefined notion suggesting a possible success of this blog. The number of visits is of
course an indication. But I would want that I should receive a link to this blog via a forward or in
my orkut scrapbook, without the sender knowing that he/she is communicating with the owner of
the blog! Let’s see. Will let you know, if this happens.
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achievements.

Some achievements of iisc life:

1. The blog ranked 8 amongst fastest growing blogs of WordPress on Jul 26, 2008.

2. The post bangalore bomb blasts of july 2008 ranked 52 amongst top posts of Jul 26, 2008 on WordPress.

3. The post bhOndOO goes to an ipl match by Arun was published in Apr 2008 issue of Voices,
IISc newsletter.

4. The post scholarship hike in iisc was published in Dec 2008 issue of Voices, IISc newsletter.

5. The post bhOndOO goes for swimming was published in Oct 2008 issue of Voices, IISc newslet-
ter.

contests and winners.

This page lists the contests that have been announced at this blog, along with the enthusiastic winners
– in reverse chronological order.

Occasion Contest Date Winners
20,000 tics Predict-and-win contest Jun 24, 2008 Sachin(tp)
10,000 tics A contest for readers May 18, 2008 Arnab, KRSRK (tp)

None ”Finish this story” contest Mar 17, 2008 KRSRK (tp)
tp == treat pending.

copyright.

This blog is for enjoying. Don’t worry about the copyright. You can make any use of this material –
even commercial, if you wish – for your own benefit. I will not sue you :). If you wish to modify any
of it and publish by your name, feel free to do it. Let the enjoyment spread, it is not that important
who the creator is. The creator is temporary.

Keep enjoying.

pdf pdf pdf.

This page contains periodic PDF versions of bhOndOO’s adventures. Please feel free to distribute
them for any purposes (read copyright).
Sep 2007 to Mar 2008.
Mar 2008 to Sep 2008.
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todo todo.

This page lists the ideas about which I or you wish me to write. Please feel free to comment if you
want something to be written about.

1. political leaders visiting iisc.

2. students council elections.

3. dinner at nesara.

4. lizard in mess food.

5. john abraham and save electricity ad.

6. the images on hopcroft+ullman’s book.

7. the beehive at csa.

8. DCS assignment submission and demo.

9. what do we do with the left hand?

10. freshers’s party.

11. cheating in T-board.

if you are committing suicide...

Dear Reader,
Search terms for my blog show me that someone (or more) has (have) been Googling for the following
keywords (apart from suicide in iisc) over the last 3 months (possibly because of this post):

1. ideas for committing suicide.

2. i must commit suicide.

3. suicide hanging to a fan.

4. suicide home poison.

5. how to commit suicide with a knife.

6. commit suicide consuming poison.

7. suicide rope hands.

8. suicide by cutting nerve.

9. hanging suicide painful minutes.

10. right poison to commit suicide.

11. ideas commit suicide.

12. how to commit suicide, with cutting hand.
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13. poison for committing suicide.

14. rope to commit suicide.

15. suicide by mouse poison.

If you are the person searching for these terms and you wish to commit suicide, it is an earnest request
from me not to do so. Life is precious and beautiful. Please do not end it. Just wait for some more
time and you will feel happy again. If still you are not convinced, just leave your house/family/girl-
friend/friends and start staying alone at some remote place – but do not do something which cannot
be undone. After spending some time with yourself, you will regain your zest for life and then you
can return to your family and friends. Just look around, there are thousands of people having more
trouble than what you have, but they have not lost their desire to fight the most difficult problems.
They are fighting and they will win!

You have only one life – live it wonderfully – for others.

Orkut - Yogurt - April Fool.

The lab was full. ME students preparing for their project reports, some MSc and PhD students
preparing for their perpsective seminars, and the remaining students checking how Orkut changed its
name to yogurt as an April Fool’s joke. bhOndOO was also busy – waiting for someone to leave a
computer. He waited for 3.14159265358979323846 minutes and thought of returning to the lab after
having snacks. He left the lab.

Suddenly, everyone got excited. Then everyone smiled at himself/herself. Then everyone started
laughing and then laughing at Paresh.

”It was nice.”.

”For a second, I felt it was true.”.

”It wasn’t very intelligent!”.

”Common trick.”.

”Paresh is a fool.”.

Most of them deleted the mail from Paresh. On his way to snacks, bhOndOO met Paresh.

”Hi bhOndOO!”.

”Hello Paresh.”.

”I have my birthday tomorrow and I am giving a party tonight at Tea Kiosk. Please be there
for the treat at 00:00. Can you tell others also?”.
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”Oh! Sure.”.

bhOndOO changed his direction. Came back to the lab and shouted, ”Guys! Lets be at the Tea
Kiosk at 00:00 tonight for Paresh’s birthday!”.

There was a silence for part of a second and then everyone burst out in laughter. bhOndOO did
not realize the reason. Gullu, suddenly taking charge of the situation, ”Why are you laughing guys!
Shut up! Yes, bhOndOO. We will be there. Ignore them, they are fools. But you please be there.”.

bhOndOO did not understand the sudden courtesy shown by Gullu. He left the lab.

In the night, bhOndOO reached Tea Kiosk at 11:55. He found nobody. ”When will Indians un-
derstand the importance of time!”, he sighed. He then waited for 10 min and found Paresh coming.

”Happy Birthday.”.

”Thanks.”.

The next day, in the lab, everyone received a mail with some photos attached, then they suddenly
became excited, then got gloomy, and then cursed themselves – to see photos of Paresh and bhOndOO
eating chocolate cakes, samosas and cold drinks.

the mystery behind number 8.

Students from Automation were asked to present their project work. The amount of time they were
given was 8 minutes! Here are some reasons cited by students:

1. There are 8 professors related to automation.

2. This is year two thousand and 8.

3. Today is Apr 02. The product of 4 and 2 is 8.

4. Professors wanted a power of two: 4 is too less, 16 is too much.

5. 8 students are giving presentations.

6. Out of all teachers in the department, 8 are Assistant Professors.

7. When the committee was deciding about the time, lights went off for 8 minutes.

8. If one has to go from a chair in one professor’s room to a chair in an adjacent room, it requires
8 steps.

9. Amount of weight gained by students by not working on their project is in total 8 kilogram –
bhOndOO leading with five.

10. There are 8 notice boards in the corridor.

11. There are 8 labs in the department.

12. The sum modulo nine of all digits of the room numbers of all professors in the department is 8.
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13. 8 was picked up at random.

14. May be they wanted to keep 2 min for question answering giving a total of 10 to each student!

Do you have any other reason?

orkut scrap from a girl.

Thanks to Arun, Vivek and Bhupender for the story – on which this is based.

”Why are you so tensed, bhOndOO?”, BenJi asked.
”A girl scrapped me on Orkut.”.
Everybody in the lab left their google chat and came to bhOndOO’s desk – similar to what happened
when they all came to know that a smart girl had come to the department for MSc interviews last
year (unfortunately, she did not clear the interviews).
”Who is she?”, Gullu asked.
bhOndOO, with a face as if he has found a polynomial time algorithm for an NP-hard problem,
shrugged, ”I really dont know man! This is her Orkut profile.”.
”Oh Man! Why do girls like flowers more than their own photographs!”, Chunni Babu.
bhOndOO tried to look at her scrapbook to get some context, but it was private.
Suddenly, BenJi shouted, ”Photos! She has a photo in her album!”.
Everybody, including bhOndOO, was delighted – as if they got the question paper of the forthcoming
Topics in Graph Theory exam.
IISc proxy took its time to load the photos page. bhOndOO’s pulse rate increased by 8 per minute.
When the page was loaded, everybody simply dispersed.

There was a photo of five monkeys looking at a computer screen.

bhOndOO steals money.

It was Dharika’s birthday party. The number of attendees was a bit more than usual – Dharika
being a popular personality in the department. Everyone was wishing her all good. She was very
happy. When almost everyone arrived (except the usual late-comers), she went to the Tea Kiosk
counter, opened her purse, took out a bunch of 500 rupee notes, and ordered, ”twenty-five samosa,
five pepsi, twenty tea!”. To her surprise, only one of the notes was used. She kept back the remaining
amount in the purse.

The party went well. At 02:00, everyone left the kiosk. Dharika came to the lab, checked emails,
replied to them and waved at her lab-mates, ”Okay everyone. I am going to the hostel.”. ”Wait, we
are coming.”, her friends replied. ”Dharika, you have not taken your bag.”, Gullu said. ”It is okay.
Our bags are safe in the labs.”, Dharika explained, ”Why carry so much load to the hostel and get it
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back again tomorrow!”.

Dharika, Shami, and Gullu left. The lab contained five students now. Slowly, everyone left, ex-
cept bhOndOO. He was conducting some experiments on SPEC benchmarks which were very time-
consuming. He had to submit the results to his advisor the next day. For passing time, he read many
blogs, surfed net, checked Orkut scrapbooks of friends; but two benchmarks were still remaining. He
got up and went to drink water. Hmm, there is nobody in the department!

When he came back, the benchmark was still running. It is so slow, man! bhOndOO got irri-
tated. He started roaming around in the lab. He noticed a red sports-bag at a corner. He stopped.
He knew it belonged to Dharika, but he also knew that it contained her purse containing a bunch of
500 rupee notes. bhOndOO tried to drift his attention elsewhere, but the thought of opening the bag
kept coming back. This is not correct, he told himself and returned to his desk. The benchmark had
given results. He saved the results and ran the last benchmark. The benchmark was going to take
another fifteen minutes.

bhOndOO got restless. He opened the lab door. Found nobody in the corridor. He came back
and opened the bag. His pulse rate increased. He saw the purse and took it out. He could feel his
heart throbbing heavily. He opened the purse to see a bunch of notes. So much money! bhOndOO
kept looking at the notes for some time.

His attention was grabbed by an unexpected voice! I am caught, he thought. He almost lost his
pulse! It was the wall-clock saying four o’ clock. bhOndOO started breathing heavily, put his hand
in his pocket, kept back the purse in the bag, and zipped it. He came back to his desk, saved results,
and hurriedly left the department for his hostel.

bhOndOO could not sleep the whole night. He missed breakfast and the morning lecture. He barely
managed to reach on time to meet his advisor and showed him results. He came back to the hostel for
lunch, ate some rice, and went to his room. Thoughts kept bothering him: I have not done it right.
What will everyone think if they come to know? Dharika considers me as a good friend, and I have
deceived her. I am a thief. I am a thief.

He spent another sleepless night. The next morning, he came to the lab, and found nobody. Dharika’s
bag was still lying unattended. Hasn’t she got a lesson yet? She must be knowing it by now. bhOn-
dOO took out his hand from his pocket, opened the bag, opened the purse and kept back the money.
He felt relieved. He came back to the room and slept peacefully.

In the evening, he read Dharika’s blog:

Thanks to the friend.

Someone from the department took Rs.2500/- from my purse on my birthday. I felt very sad. I
did not know who to lodge a complaint against – since I believe all my friends. And the belief is
intact! The money has been put back into my purse. Whosoever it is – I thank him/her for helping
me keep my faith in all my friends. The friend must know that I had saved that money to be sent
home – to help my father for my younger brother’s admission fees. Thanks for letting me have this
opportunity to help my father.
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adopt, and save trees.

Came across these two brilliant ads. Check images on next pages.

orkut update.

bhOndOO received an update on orkut:
Firstname Lastname updated gender.

Now, this is really an update!

some of you will get famous.

Check out these links: http://www.csa.iisc.ernet.in/draft/images/h-people.jpg (Arun, I can see you
in the yellow t-shirt).
http://www.csa.iisc.ernet.in/draft/people-students.php (sorry Ashwin).
http://www.csa.iisc.ernet.in/draft/images/h-facilities.jpg .
http://www.csa.iisc.ernet.in/draft/images/facilities-e-classroom-small.jpg .
http://www.csa.iisc.ernet.in/draft/images/facilities-cl1.jpg .

And of course, the modified draft of the new website coming up: http://www.csa.iisc.ernet.in/draft/
(check out the post on the earlier draft).
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shit! blessings!

Thanks to Arun for making me write on this. bhOndOO is very excited – it is Shami’s birthday after
two days (bhOndOO receives all the Yahoo! reminders two days before the event). He remebers his
last time’s failure and decides to do a good job of impressing Shami this time. I must prepare well,
bhOndOO tells himself and he types: vi /todo and continues:

1. get a new soap (how about Dove?).

2. take bath (even if you don’t get Dove).

3. shave (don’t be like Laapataa).

4. get clothes washed and ironed (much before the treat).

5. polish the sandals (your sandals need not convey the state of your research).

:wq

bhOndOO settles for Lifebuoy; Dove is too costly! He makes sure his shaving kit is usable. He
also puts his clothes into the washing machine. Okay, now only polish and ironing are remaining.
Will do that while coming back from the test. bhOndOO writes Compiler Design second mid-term,
goes back to hostel, grabs his washed clothes, and submits those to laundry. Kal milega na? Pakka?,
bhOndOO makes sure. He then goes to the polisher and gets his sandals polished. He faces trouble:
If I walk back to the hostel, the sandals will lose their shining. bhOndOO finally puts the sandals
in his bag – along with the Compiler Design paper. While leaving bare-foot, bhOndOO manages to
avoid making an eye-contact with the shopkeeper.

Two hours remaining for the treat. bhOndOO has managed it well this time: he has taken bath
(for 45 minutes), shaven (looking almost like Aamir Khan – except for the round belly), worn ironed
clothes and polished sandals. The hostel room is closed from inside, bhOndOO is looking at Aamir
Khan in the mirror.
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Shami, Many Many Happy Returns Of The Day, Baby, trying like Anil Kapoor.

Janam Din Ki Bahut Bahut Shubhkaamnayein, Shamiji, sounds too elderly, like Ashok Kumar.

bhOndOO then tries all heroes from Shammi Kapoor to Shahid Kapoor, enacting each of them
in the mirror and rejects them all. Finally, he chooses a dynamic strategy and decides to say what-
ever comes to mind when he sees Shami (there was a question on dynamic scoping in the paper).

Thirty minutes remaining for the treat. Lets start. Walking very carefully, bhOndOO reaches his
vehicle: he does not wish to disturb the ironing. Cycling will be harmful for the ironed clothes. I will
go walking. So, our Aamir Khan starts, slowly, cautiously, safely.

In front of the library, bhOndOO hears sound of droplets. Oh! Man! Rain had to start now only!
bhOndOO starts walking fast. Oh! The rain drops are white in color. Bangalore is so much polluted!
He starts walking faster and then abruptly stops. The researcher in him suddenly notices something.
The trees are on the sides of the road, so the middle part of the road should be wet. But then, how
come the middle portion is clean and the sides are getting wet? bhOndOO also notices that other
people on the road are not at all bothered by the rain. Am I witnessing something like John Nash?

When the grand realization occurs to bhOndOO, he gets frozen with fear, This is bird-shit! Oh!
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God! Like in Matrix, bhOndOO starts saving his ironed clothes from the white droplets. bhOndOO
gets irritated, Why do they eat so much!

The hundred meter road looks like the last level of the game Mario. But bhOndOO completes it
successfully. He is overjoyed! He takes out his mobile to see how much time is remaining for the treat
– ten minutes. bhOndOO smiles, I am doing well in time and space.

While putting the mobile back to the pocket, bhOndOO feels a cold touch to his fingers. He looks at
it and stops! He looks back at the trees, the road, and the falling material, and curses all the birds,
When will these birds understand the importance of clean ironed shirts! They don’t wear anything!

bhOndOO knows that cursing birds will not help him. He starts thinking of the action plan, I
must go to the department and clean this up. I will still make it to the treat. bhOndOO rushes to the
department and tries to hide the unclean part of his trousers from the security guard. The security
guard looks suspiciously at stern bhOndOO and notices some yellow-white-brown material at the side
and back of his trouser. He should not have eaten so much, he murmurs, while seeing bhOndOO
entering the rest-room.

bhOndOO splashes water on the trouser eight times, but is not able to get it clean. The ironing
is lost long back. Shit!, bhOndOO finally accepts his defeat. I will go back to the room and come back
to tea-board. He looks at the watch. He is already late by ten minutes.

bhOndOO almost runs back (I need not mention what happens to his sandals), changes his clothes,
and takes another route to avoid the birds. He is forty minutes late, but he still feels that he would
be able to make it. Near tea-board, he sees Shami, Dharika, Vidya, and Megha going back to the
hostel. bhOndOO stops running and shows as if he was just walking normally – his breathing speaks
otherwise.

The girls look at bhOndOO. bhOndOO looks at the girl. Hi... Happy Birthday, bhOndOO’s dy-
namic strategy. Thanks. You didn’t come for the treat?, Shami smiles and asks. bhOndOO cannot
lie to Shami. He involuntarily says, It’s your birthday, but I got blessings. They all laugh. Since
bhOndOO’s dynamic strategy is over, he now does not know what to speak. There is a silence for
two seconds after which Shami speaks, Girls, can you all go ahead? I will come later.

The girls leave. bhOndOO gets a special treat in tea-board. He thinks, No wonder, these are called
blessings.

is it your mobile?

If:
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1. you do not wish that all your friends and relatives should get a message I am his friend. He
met with an accident ten minutes ago and we have taken him to the Ramaiya Hospital. He is
out of danger, but still in a critical condition,

2. you do not wish all the girls in the address-book to receive calls from you, and ...,

3. you do not wish me to call Maya, whom you seem to be calling every night,

4. you wish that your sleek Motorola mobile should not be sold (I think, I can pay the next semester
fees with the income),

5. you want something of this sort not to happen to you,

6. you do not want me to read all 10 new messages you have received,

7. you do not want me to read all the special messages you have sent, and

8. your mobile number is 97395 82918,

then get your mobile from me in Computing Lab II.

iisc news.

Indian spin-outs set to flourish.

Indian science could gain from open access push.

IISc to wait for official notification to implement OBC quota: An article from Thaindian News.

can google trends suggest college preferences?

Similar to how Yahoo! tried to predict results for US presidential elections from the number of
searches for candidates, can Google Trends be used to find student preferences for joining IITs and
IISc for post graduation?
Check out the hot trends on Mar 15, 2008, the day when GATE 2008 results were announced.

bhOndOO takes his father for lunch.

After completion of the perspectives seminars, bhOndOO had been to Nagpur last week. One day,
he went out with his father for some banking work which got delayed (as usual). They decided to
eat outside. While in Bangalore, bhOndOO never places an order when with friends, for multiple
reasons:

1. his voice never reaches the waiter.

2. when he looks at the menu card, he goes into the mode of reading a research paper and requires
hours to finish it.

3. his mind runs an algorithm to find an optimal matching over his preference list of food items
and the prices, which unfortunately is NP-hard.

4. his friends are very quick to decide the menu – some of them do not even need a menu card.
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But, in Nagpur, being with his father who had rarely gone to hotels, bhOndOO thought of impressing
him. His father asked him, ”Shall we order two thalis?”. bhOndOO proudly, ”No, no. I will place
some good order.”.

bhOndOO grabbed the menu card from the waiter. It had 8 pages. Oops! It is almost a research
paper. bhOndOO concentrated only on the column titled Vegetables. He looked at the prices: Wow!
Very much affordable. The adjective affordable was not for the prices per se, it was more for not
having to run the optimal matching algorithm!

The waiter came and promptly waited for the order. ”Can you come after two minutes?”, bhOn-
dOO was annoyed – not by the waiter, but by knowing that he had not yet decided the menu. His
father kept looking at him and the menu card.

”Waiter?”, bhOndOO called for after five minutes. The waiter approached and started noting down
the order. ”Two by one Tomato Soup. One Veg Springroll in starters. In main course, one Malai
Kofta, one Veg Kolhapuri, four Naan, one Pineapple Raita, and in dessert, two mango icecream.” and
bhOndOO breathed heavily, as if he had just returned from Machine Learning viva.

The waiter gave a look that bhOndOO did not understand. But bhOndOO knew that his father
would feel very proud to listen to his son’s ability! His father leaned over the table and asked, ”You
ordered for only two of us, right?”. ”Don’t worry, Dad.”, bhOndOO was confident.

”Sir...”, the waiter interrupted, ”We do not have mango icecream.”. bhOndOO looked at him and
remembered his ME thesis defence in which Prof Vishwanath had remarked on his algorithm, ”Your
idea is flop. It does not work on Petersen Graph.”. bhOndOO came back to the present and hated the
idea of looking back at the menu for another research! ”Cancel the icecream.”, bhOndOO managed.
Then he looked at his father’s inquisitive eyes, made a face and uttered, ”The other flavors are not
that good.”.

The waiter took back the research paper and went away. bhOndOO started telling about hotels
in Bangalore and how posh and stylish those are. Then he started telling about Hotel Management
and related courses. His father was listening to him with a lot of pride and satisfaction. The proud
listening was interrupted by The Waiter’s Return. ”Sir, your order will require half-an-hour.”.

bhOndOO was annoyed. But he did not wish to waste his efforts. ”Okay, make it fast.”, he or-
dered. Then he looked at his father’s worried face and answered, ”We will have proper hunger till the
food arrives.”.

For next five minutes, bhOndOO did not talk. Everyone around was happily eating. The food-
smell was increasing bhOndOO’s hunger. But he showed nothing on his face.

After another five minutes, the person at the counter, who looked like the owner, came to bhOn-
dOO and explained, ”Sir, the person who prepares various dishes is on leave today. Can you order
something else?”.

bhOndOO looked at him. He found the owner’s left cheek very welcoming for his hands. He controlled
himself and looked at his father. His father gathered the situation and ordered, ”Two thalis.”. Then
he looked at bhOndOO, as if saying, ”This is not Bangalore, my dear.”.
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dinner at nesara.

bhOndOO dreamed of lizards, dragons and jurassic park during an extended siesta. He decided not
to have dinner in mess that day. The reason was a roasted lizard.
bhOndOO thought of going to Nesara – a centenary special restaurant opened in campus a few months
ago. The reviews had been mixed, but bhOndOO decided to give a try. He reached when there was
a single unoccupied table. He remembered his today’s Orkut fortune: You will be fortunate in every-
thing. bhOndOO smiled (Note: This suggests that Google has enough space for improvement. How
can Google create such a blunder!).

bhOndOO settled himself in a chair, remembered his lunch with his father, and ordered a Thali.
The food arrived after a few minutes and hungry bhOndOO just attacked it.

After finishing Rotis, bhOndOO noticed a long lizard in a vegetable curry. He almost felt like vom-
mitting. He controlled himself and started looking for the waiter to show him the Nesara blunder. He
saw the waiter coming his way. After the waiter approached, bhOndOO showed him the curry. The
waiter looked puzzled; he could not understand whether bhOndOO was asking him to eat it. ”What
is the problem, Sir?”. bhOndOO got agitated and shouted, ”Can’t you see, there is a lizard in the
curry!”. The waiter looked at the curry with fear, then looked at bhOndOO as everyone else looks,
and softly whispered, ”Sir, that is Masala Bhendi.”.

bhOndOO looked at curry, then looked down and did not make an eye-contact with the waiter.
The waiter continued, ”Sir, would you mind if someone else sits at the chair opposite to you sharing
your table?”. bhOndOO had nothing else to say, ”It’s okay.”.

A slim fair young man joined. bhOndOO was still in the embarassed mode and wanted to come
out of it. He thought of talking to the new person.

”Are you a student?”, bhOndOO.

”No, I am a Project Assistant at ISU.”.

”Ummm... What is ISU?”.

”Oh! It is the Instrumentation Department.”.

”I see. I am from CSA.”.

The project assistant did not ask what CSA meant.

”I am bhOndOO.”.

”My name is Gauss.”.

bhOndOO suddenly remembered all the Mathematics and Physics he studied, with specific remem-
brance of Gauss-Seidal Elimination Method, Gaussian Distribution, Gauss unit of Magnetic Field,
Gauss-Jordan Method, Gauss-Newton Algorithm, Gauss’s Law of Magnetism, and started feeling
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proud to have a dinner with this Gauss. His pride was interrupted by the question: ”Which course
are you undergoing?”.

”I am undergoing Compiler Design, Machine Learning, ...”.

”No, no. Which degree you have registered for?”.

”Oh!”, bhOndOO felt embarassed that he could not understand a simple question and he gave such
stupid answer to such a renowned person, ”I am doing PhD.”.

”Which topic?”.

bhOndOO knew that the ball was in his court, ”I am working in Compilers and ”, bhOndOO wanted
to take control of the situation by telling something which he would know better, ”I am currently
reading about something called as Pointer Analysis...”.

”I see.”, Gauss remarked.

bhOndOO smiled at Gauss’s reaction. He spoke in mind, ”I know you did not understand what
I just told.”. bhOndOO celebrated it by eating the Masala Bhendi.

”Single-dereference or multiple?”, Gauss asked.

bhOndOO simply kept looking at Gauss, ”Are all persons by the name Gauss like this?”, he thought.
Gaussian stare made him realize that he was supposed to answer. He managed, ”Ummm... well,
multiple dereference.”, and started finishing his food. Gauss started with his food that just arrived.

”Are you targetting a specific compiler?”.

”Mmm... yes. No, we will implement it in some open source compiler and then we will see if it
can be integrated into a commercial compiler.”, bhOndOO was trying to finish his food fast. He did
not want more questions coming his way. To change the direction of questions, he asked, ”Gauss,
how come you know of Pointer Analysis?”.

”I used to teach Compilers at my college. In fact, the current work I do is mostly on program-
ming side of embedded systems.”.

”I see.”.

And bhOndOO finally managed to finish the food.

”Okay, Gauss.”.

”Okay, bhOndOO. Nice meeting you.”.

bhOndOO left the table in a hurry, managed to shake it and drop the glass of water. He did not wish
to wait to apologize. He breathed heavily and started leaving.

Someone shouted from behind, but bhOndOO knew it was not for him – rather, he did not want
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it to be for him. Suddenly, he felt a tap on his shoulder. He turned and saw the waiter. bhOndOO
was very surprised and annoyed – he wanted to leave the place where he had faced so much embarass-
ment. bhOndOO’s face made his question clear. The waiter showed him a paper and replied, ”Sir,
your bill.”.

fee hike at iit.

After drama about scholarship hike at IISc and fee hike at IISc, it is the turn of IITs.

dcs submission.

Time: Distributed Computing Systems (DCS) assignment submission and demo.
Space: Computing Lab.

”Any idea what Prof Rajhans is asking?”.

”No. The first student, bhOndOO, is still inside his room.”.

”Who is the next actor?”.

”Gullu.”.

”Aikes! My code is dumping core!”.

”Don’t frighten me yaar, the code was working just now.”.

”Why do you guys make changes to a working code, yaar!”.

”No man. I was just formatting the code to look better. I think I deleted some line.”.

”You are a nerd. You don’t even know how to copy! Just change printfs. Sir does not look at
the code.”.

At this time, bhOndOO enters the lab. Everyone looks at him to hear how the demo went.

bhOndOO looks down, his voice low, ”I would have felt very bad had I put in any effort in writ-
ing the code.”.

Everyone is stunned to listen to an apparently contradictory-looking statement.

bhOndOO continues, ”When I was showing the demo, he was sleeping!”.

Everyone bursts into laughter.

”He asked me whether I handled losing connection from more than n/2 servers. I answered. Af-
ter a minute, he again asked the question!”.
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”When I showed him the sequence of messages passing to-and-fro the client and the server, he leaned
forward towards the screen and nodded. But it was actually a nod of sleep; his eyes were closed. He
was yawning full-time.”.

”What will he any way do, he gets to see the same demo every year by so many students!”.

”I am curious to know who the original writer of the code is. May God bless him!”.

”It has been around since ages. Seniors say that if you trace back, you may actually find that
Prof Rajhans wrote it during his thesis.”.

”By the way, did any of you run your program on algol machine just now?”.

”Yes, I did. Why?”.

”That is why I got port busy error. You didn’t change even the port numbers while copying???”.

BenJi smiles.

”So he is not looking at the code, right?”.

”No, but he expects the output of netstat at the end of every connection. You guys add that.”.

”Where to add it?”. ”How to add it?”. ”What is netstat?”.

”Do system netstat. Those of you who do not understand, just add five-six printfs showing the
output of ESTABLISHED connection.”.

”Life is cool with DCS.”.

”I am going to credit Prof Rajhans’s other course next semester.”.

I want to, but cannot thank the students with their names then present in the lab for providing
this story.

john abraham and eco-friendly jeans!

I do not know how to react to these Wrangler ads. John Abraham is associated with PETA. Check
out images on next pages.

piled higher and deeper.

People like bhOndOO keep struggling hard for PhDs and as if the tensions are less that they get to
hear such news items: Akshay Kumar gets honorary doctorate. No wonder researchers get frustrated.
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dinner in the mess.

Thanks to Arnab for providing the story.

Having gone through an embarassing episode at Nesara, bhOndOO decides to eat in the mess. bhOn-
dOO is not anti-social, but he is not social either (you know that from his number of friends on orkut).
To avoid crowd, bhOndOO reaches A-mess at 19:00. There are very few students eating. The matrix
is sparse, bhOndOO tries to technically narrate the situation.

bhOndOO joins the queue containing a single element. He picks up a plate, takes some rice, dal,
and is behind the element to take pickle. Why is this chap employing such an exponential algorithm
for pickle-analysis?, bhOndOO questions himself. The element in front is struggling with the right
amount of pickle to fall in his plate (he is from the Maths department). bhOndOO keeps looking at the
element’s spoon and the attached pickle being moved up-and-down with vigour by the Mathematician.

The pickle finally settles on bhOndOO’s spects.

bhOndOO decides against having any (additional) pickle, leaves the queue, keeps his plate on an
unoccupied table and goes to the basin. After washing the spects (after 17 months: last time it
was washed when bhOndOO was thrown in water during a trek), bhOndOO turns back to return
to the pickle-less plate. Suddenly, bhOndOO witnesses doubling related to three organs in his body:
(a) the white open area in his eyes behind the big spects, (b) the width of his shabby lips, and (c)
the heart-beat rate. bhOndOO sees that the sparse matrix now contains a beautiful additional node
adjacent to his node.

bhOndOO remembers his orkut fortune: You have a friendly heart and are well admired. bhOn-
dOO analyzes the fortune in the current scenario and concludes: If I show my friendly behavior to
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her, she will admire me. bhOndOO gets overjoyed with the conclusion. He takes a deep breath and
starts walking gracefully (please do not imagine) towards the dinner table having only two plates –
one occupied, and the other, pickle-less.

bhOndOO settles at his chair opposite to the beautiful node, and while sitting gracefully, manages
to give a push to the table. The table vibrates. The girl gets disturbed, looks up, and murmurs
something, for which bhOndOO remembers the line: Main woh nagame teri aawaz ko de aaya tha.

bhOndOO starts mixing up dal and rice and before he could eat anything, he sees a strong dark
node coming his way. bhOndOO gets frightened to see his expressions, since the boy is looking (al-
most) angrily at bhOndOO and is rushing towards him. bhOndOO’s pulse rate doubles again and he
keeps looking at the calamity that is going to hit him soon. He thinks of probable causes:

1. the boy is the body-guard, fianc, or brother of the beautiful node.

2. while washing his spects, I spilled water on the trouser of the boy.

3. when a few days ago, I tried to puncture Gullu’s bicycle, by mistake, I punctured this boy’s
bicycle.

4. I took money from him last year and haven’t yet returned it.

5. he came to know that the first thought I got about him while having dinner with this beautiful
girl is: The beauty and the beast.

bhOndOO does not know which reason to zero-in on. He has to let the calamity arrive and explain.
The calamity is two-step close and bhOndOO is frozen with the thought, This is a boy from a distance,
but actually this is a giant! The giant raises his hand and bhOndOO thinks of Jackie Chan, Dhar-
mendra, and Arnold Schwarzenegger, and finally settles for Johny Walker: he does not do anything.
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The giant holds bhOndOO’s hand and bhOndOO closes his eyes – he knows that the next thing
he is going to witness is something on his left cheek. But instead his ears witness something, What
are you doing?

bhOndOO opens eyes and looks at the giant. The giant looks almost frightened. bhOndOO manages
to utter, What?

Why are you eating from my plate?

bhOndOO, puzzled, looks first at the plate, then at the table, then at the girl, and finally at the
sideby table which also contains an unattended plate having rice and dal.

kudos to iitk and nic for the first e-passport in india.

India’s first e-passport, which will make travel easy, is expected to be issued next month.
...

”Unlike the US software which is proprietary and developed by vendors, ours is entirely made in-
house. So there is no commercial aspect to it,” Rajat Moona, professor of computer science at
IIT-Kanpur, told IANS.

...

”The Americans were highly impressed. If it is two and a half times faster, it means the crowd
can be cleared that much quicker,” the official said.
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...

Read full story here.

And read about Privacy and Security Issues with e-passports at link1 and link2.

a wonderful spam by jennifer lancey.

WordPress has a spam-guard called Akismet to detect (automatic) spam comments to your blog
entries. I occasionally check the spam-queue to see whether any legitimate comments have been
marked as spams. Since Akismet learns with user feedback, it has been doing a wonderful job of
separating spam from valid comments so far. A typical spam looks as below:

homeowner insurance quotes | urlser.com/?aBCA5\#0

tbcxmxs-59h61y4-tw6qfc37-0 homeowners insurance|home owners insurance|

homeowner insurance|homeowners insurance|home owner insurance|

homeowners insurance quotations|homeowners insurance|homeowner

insurance quotes|homeowners insurance|homeowners insurance|

homeowner insurance http://urlser.com/?nm4rK\#1[url=

http://urlser.com/?m6c0v\#3]auto insurance|car insurance quotes|

auto insurance quotes|auto insurance|free online auto insurance

quotes|cheap car insurance|auto insurance|car insurance|

car insurance quotes|auto insurance|cheap auto insurance|free

online auto insurance quotes[/url][url]http://urlser.com/?xFj4E\#4

[/url][http://urlser.com/?xFj4E\#5 insurance|progressive insurance|

allstate insurance|insurance|automobile insurance|renters insurance|

insurance|insurance online|insurance rates|insurance|progressive

insurance|allstate insurance|insurance|automobile insurance|renters

insurance]online gambling|online casino gambling|internet casino

gambling|online gambling|casino games|online casino|online gambling|

no deposit casinos|casino|online gambling|casino|casinos|online

gambling|casino games|free casino games|online gambling:

http://online-gambling-mo.lookera.net\#6 [LINK

http://best-online-casino-mo.lookera.net\#7best online casino|

casino games|online casino|best online casino|

online casino gambling|free casino|best online casino|

no deposit casinos|casino|best online casino|online casinos|

casino games|best online casino|gambling|online gambling[/LINK]

Today, I found the following comment tagged as a possible spam:

Jennifer Lancey | why-outsource.com

Hello there. I was sent a link to your blog by a friend a while ago.

I have been reading a long for a while now. Just wanted to say HI.

Thanks for putting in all the hard work.

Jennifer Lancey
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The first reaction was a surprise, second one was to think of possible technical pitfalls in Akismet
(thanks to the spam-detection project done during Information Retrieval course at IITB), and the
third one was an urge to click on De-spam.

Somewhere inside, to which we call conscience, asked me, why Akismet, which has been doing a
good job, would suddenly tag this good comment as a spam. I set back and did a
google search for Jennifer Lancey why outsource. I found the same comment at various blogs! Im-
portantly, it has been tagged as a legitimate comment by all the bloggers!

I was impressed by this Jennifer.

a contest for readers.

If you correctly find out the anagram of A DEFICIENT SOUL HINTS, then you will receive a
treat from bhOndOO in T-board.
Timeline: Till number of tics of iisc life reaches 10K.

What is an anagram?

An anagram of a phrase is another phrase obtained by rearranging its letters. For instance, ABCD
and BADC are anagrams and so are ELEVEN PLUS TWO and TWELVE PLUS ONE (no seriously,
check it out here).

For anagrams of INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE, check out a previous post.

birthday gift.

A few days ago, bhOndOO received an email on the yahoogroup of his school-friends. The mail was
sent from the email-id of one of his colleagues, Swapnil Band.

hi !

most of you must not be knowing me. hi to all !!

this is gayathri wife of Swapnil Band.

hope all of you are in good health and wishing u all happy

holi in advance..

actually my husbands birthday is on 20th April. i wanted

to gift him a memorable cd with all his memories right from

chidhood till date. its just a request if you have group photos

or other such things you want to share about him or memorable

incidents i would definately like to have it as part of the cd..

actually he has the best memories and wonderful moments and best

friends from school only.

i will be grateful if you can take a bit pains and help me out

and send photos, incidents, memories or your messages u want in

the cd as early as possible. its a surprise for him so please

its as a surprise so mail only in gayathri@yahoo.com id and not

on your yahoogroup id. i will be obliged if you help as there is

no other source to look or start from.

will be eagerly waiting for your replies.
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thanks for reading the message and do expecting to get positive

response from your side and help me prepare this beautiful gift for him.

please do contribute and keep it a secret from swapnil

thanks and regards,

gayathri

bhOndOO’s reply to the mail was as below.

Hello Gayathri

I do have a few things to share:

1. He was called Bandya. Once, after 12th, while some of us were at his house, one of our colleagues
said in Marathi, ”Bandya, bring some water.”, and Swapnil’s father was around!

2. He was (and I think, is) very good at Maths. In 8th, he scored 100 out of 100 in one of the
exams.

3. In 8th, while Kawade Madam was asking him about some of the biological features of Aries,
Pieces, Amphibians, Mammals, and Reptiles; he got confused with the number of hearts of
Amphibians (like frogs) and said, ”Madam, they have 2 hearts.”. When everybody in the class
started shouting, he changed his response to ”No Madam, only 1 heart is present.”. Even then
the class was just shouting. He got very confused and said, ”No Madam, heart is absent!”. The
class just burst out into laughter.

4. Once, he and Aditya Shastri got into a fighting mode. Each one of them held each other’s collars
and everyone was around to just witness a big fight. Being a captain of the class, I tried to
interfere to separate them – but got an unintended blow on my jaws. I really dont know what
happened next, but both of them started laughing at each other, left the collars, and separated
without any violence.

5. There is a song, Kisse Pyaar Karoon... Since Pyaar was kind of a censored word for we teenagers,
he used to sing, Kisse Dash Karoon... and he used to sing only these three words – nothing
more, while waving his right hand like Shammi Kapoor.

6. Once we were chatting at Praveen Dhote’s house and somehow started discussing about Swap-
nil’s birthday. When asked, Swapnil said, ”It is in November.”. Everyone started discussing
something else. One of our colleagues interrupted, ”Isn’t it in April?”. Swapnil got very happy
with the colleague, got up, and actually kissed his cheek. Then Swapnil expected more. He
said, ”Now tell me the date also.”. The colleague said, ”21st!”. On hearing a disappointing
reply from Swapnil, the collague thought for a moment and said, ”20th April!”. Swapnil was
delighted so much that he kissed the other cheek!

7. Swapnil’s activities and hair style made him look like Shahrukh Khan. Sometimes, he calls
himself as Swapy.

8. When Paresh sent his wedding invitation to our yahoo group, Swapnil replied stating that he
was very happy to know that a back-bencher was getting married. Incidentally, both of them
were back-benchers, both ended up with love marriages and both of them have email ids of the
form NameDateOfBirth at yahoo.com.
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9. A photo is attached: Anand Kharwandikar had sent it to the group some time back. It con-
tains Rajesh Balki (Swapnil calls him Ballu), Swapnil, Praveen Dhote, Sachin Dhote (they
are not brothers and since they both have same surnames, they are called using their first
names), and Anand himself (Swapnil calls him Khandya). The photo was named as Band Of
Friends (derived from Band Of Brothers). The photo still exists in Anand’s Orkut photo album
(http://www.orkut.com/Profile.aspx?uid=5030624617757461160). Anand’s words are: ...and
other but most importatnt reason is swapnil band is looking smart in it!

Praveen introduced everyone in the photo and Swapnil was introduced as below: Swapnil:- jiske daat
hamesha bahar rahte hain photomain bhi hain(vaise isko intro ki jaroorat nahi hain bandya is fa-
mous). One more thing: His friends have always felt that Swapnil is a wonderful friend and person.

He has the ability to make anyone comfortable – like an elder brother. On behalf of all his school
friends, I wish him All The Best for his future and A Very Very Happy Birthday! Attached is the
photo of his school-time girl-friends – as a birthday gift.
Best Wishes to both of you for a Wonderful Married Life.

-bhOndOO.
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madhu’s marriage gift and the sms chaos.

Madhu (the punctual fame) was going to spoil Prashant’s life. Everyone in the Voices team had de-
cided to gather at Coffee Board sharp at 20:00 and start for the night ceremony. bhOndOO had an
additional responsibility of buying a wedding gift before coming to Coffee Board. Mails had resulted
in several suggestions for the gift, but nothing was finalized (as usual) and it was left at the discretion
of bhOndOO (not so usual).
Apart from many other problems that bhOndOO has (and creates), his mobile had started malfunc-
tioning: when sending an SMS to someone, irrespective of whom the message is sent, it used to go to
the last person who sent an SMS to bhOndOO. bhOndOO was blissed, since ignorance is a bliss and
bhOndOO was totally ignorant of this malfunctioning.

It started raining at 18:00 and bhOndOO could not go out to buy any gift. His umbrella was torn
by a sudden attack of a few birds after the birds read this post. He kept waiting for the rain to stop
and the rain-fall reduced at 17:45. bhOndOO grabbed his bicycle and rode to Coffee Board. The rain
managed to fool him and he got wet.

Note: Please read the next part carefully.
It was 20:00 and there was nobody else in Coffee Board. bhOndOO took out his mobile and started
messaging junta.
”Where are you?”, meant for Sudhir, gone to BenJi (BenJi had SMSed bhOndOO last).
However, Sudhir also tried to communicate with bhOndOO.
”We are near Ramaiyya Hospital in Ajay Sir’s car, got a lift from him. He is also attending the
marriage.”, from Sudhir.
Within a few seconds bhOndOO got a reply, ”I am in Goa.”, from BenJi. bhOndOO could read the
sender’s name, but was not at all interested in BenJi’s whereabouts.
”Why didn’t you take me?”, meant for Sudhir, gone to BenJi.
”I came here with my fiance!”, from BenJi.
”I am coming directly to the hall with my wife.”, from Paresh.
bhOndOO was not at all interested in BenJi’s personal matters.
”So what should I do?”, meant for BenJi, gone to Paresh. Paresh was baffled!
”Shall we buy some gift on the way?”, from Sudhir.
”We are going to a beach right now.”, from BenJi.
”Shall I buy the gift? We are in a gift shop right now.”, from Paresh – trying to be calm.
”Okay, go ahead.”, meant for BenJi, gone to Paresh.
”Are you coming to Goa this weekend?”, from BenJi.
”No.”, meant for Sudhir, gone to BenJi.
”I may be back to Bangalore next weekend.”, from BenJi.
”We will probably buy coupons only.”, from Sudhir – clarifying his suggestion.
”That sounds great!”, meant for BenJi, gone to Sudhir.
”Today is Madhu’s wedding, right? What did you buy for her?”, from BenJi (from Goa).
”No. I will buy.”, meant for Sudhir, gone to BenJi.
”Okay, will talk to you later.”, from BenJi.
”Yes. Yes.”, meant for BenJi (for previous question), gone to BenJi (for recent message).
”See you there.”, from Sudhir.
”See you.”, from Paresh.
”Okay. See you.”, meant for Sudhir, gone to Paresh.
”Okay. See you.”, meant for Paresh, gone to Paresh (a second time).
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At 20:30, Voices team greeted Madhu with three gifts: a wooden showpiece, a coupon, and a wet
best-seller on time management.

iisc life crosses 10k.

On the first day of the Centenary Year of Indian Institute of Science, the number of visits to iisc life
reached the fifth decimal digit. This milestone has been achieved in almost eight months – suggesting
over thousand visits every month on average.
The contest for readers was specifically arranged to celebrate this occasion. At least that should have
given a hint to you while looking for the anagram. Seems only two readers could follow the hint.
Nevermind.

There are many more adventures of bhOndOO yet to come and I will try to satisfy the growing
readership demands! Please let your suggestions and critics continue to appear in the form of com-
ments.

A request: If you enjoy this blog, please link it from your homepage.

And a big Thanks to all of you for the wonderful journey so far!

Best Wishes.

loans that change lives.

One of the enthusiastic participants amongst you all, asked bhOndOO whether he could spread a
word about some non-profit organizations through this blog. Here’s the answer.

The featured website this time is Kiva. It is a platform where you can loan the needy entrepreneurs,
and if you are an entrepreneur requiring an interest-free loan, this is your place. The loan can be as
small as a few dollars – collectively, it can get huge.
Read about how Kiva works.

A few facts about Kiva:

1. A loan is made on Kiva.org every 37 seconds (on average).

2. The average time it takes for a Kiva Loan to be funded is 72.24 hours.

3. This week, 1917 entrepreneurs have been funded.
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4. This week, $736,775.00 have been lent.

5. This week, 3,264 new lenders joined.

6. Kiva is the Webby People’s Voice Winner for Charitable Organizations / Nonprofit.

If you wish to see a website featured on this blog, please comment on this post. bhOndOO will create
a separate post for it.

what do we do with the left hand?

bhOndOO’s five year old nephew and three year old niece had been to IISc to meet him. While taking
them for a walk inside the green campus, bhOndOO thought of teaching them something. He asked
his nephew about the colors of things around.
”What is the color of the leaves?”.
”Green.”.
”What is the color of the sky?”.
”Sky Blue.”.
”What is the color of your dress?”.
”Yellow.”.
bhOndOO tried to ask a difficult question, ”What is the color of water?”.
”Aye! Does water ever have a color!”.

bhOndOO concluded that the five-year old was not a suitable candidate to be taught. He turned
to the three-year old niece.

”Do you know which one is the right hand and which one is the left?”.
The niece could not answer and bhOndOO was very happy.
”See, this is your right hand. And that is your left hand. This is my right hand and this is my left
hand.”.
The niece responded correctly, ”Right, left, right, left...”, waving the appropriate hand repeatedly.
bhOndOO tried to impart more knowledge, ”The hand with which we eat is the right hand.”.
The niece responded, ”Right, right...”, projecting the right hand in air.
She then turned to her left hand, and for lack of explanation, queried, ”And Mama, what do we do
with the left hand?”.
bhOndOO was stumped with a googly. He did not know what to say – rather, whether to say. He
kept silent thinking of possible arguments, but could not find one.
The nephew replied, ”We drink water with the left hand while eating.”.

Chhaatra Jeevan Mein Ek Shodhakarta – bhOndOO.

Blog statistics showed that someone was trying to read iisc life in German using Google Translator.
Thanks! I realized that the blog can be read in variety of languages including Hindi, Arabic, Chinese,
French, Spanish. Though the translation is not exact, it is fun reading in your mother tongue or
national language.
For more languages, check out Google Translator.
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Those of you whose browsers do not have unicode support, the title of this post is the Hindi version
of Life of a student researcher – bhOndOO, which is translated by Google as Chhaatra Jeevan Mein
Ek Shodhakarta – bhOndOO.

bhOndOO’s classmate needs help.

One of bhOndOO’s classmates at the undergraduate requires money for his blood cancer treatment.
The details are in the excerpt from an email below. It does not matter whether you donate 1K or 1L,
but, if possible, please do. Further, if you are aware of any organizations that may provide monetary
help, do comment back.

Dear Friends,

This is a generous appeal to you all on monetary help as requisite

for a very close friend of mine, Mr. Ashutosh Mishra, who is

suffering from a very rare kind of Blood Cancer.

He is currently getting treatment from CMC Vellore for his illness

which mandates him to undergo very painful process of chemotherapy

every month. He has now been referred for Bone Marrow transplant as

the only option for life and as you all can understand is extremely

rare and cost intensive. Unfortunately, the treatment is not possible

in India [As he needs donor from all over the world with perfect

clinical match and then transplant] and he needs to fly to Australia

for the treatment.

It is expected to cost 75-80 lacs and Ashutosh is currently running

short by 40 lacs for the treatment. Hence, I request all to donate

generously for his treatment to the best of amounts.

Request you all further to pass on the message amongst your friend

network for the donation. Please do remember, every contribution

of ours can save somebody’s life.

Following is the bank details of the person concerned.

Mr. Ashutosh Mishra,

A/c No--625401505630,

Bank--ICICI, Chamrajpet Branch, Bangalore.

You can also donate using cheque/DD. Use the following details

(postal address of Ashutosh’s manager):

Ashutosh Mishra,

C/O Natarajan Narayanaswamy,

IBM India Ltd,

Embassy Golf Links Business Park,

Block D , 5th Floor, EGD-5B-223,

Off Indiranagar-Koramangala Ring Road ,
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Bangalore 560071.

Ph: 080-4177 4401.

PS: Please don’t expect any monetary returns back as this is a

cost intensive treatment and will need lots of time to recuperate as well.

For any further details, I can be reached at undersigned note.

Milind Bangar.

00919972854679.

Ashutosh has requested the donors to mention their names in the remarks field of electronic fund
transfer, so that, if he is not able to collect enough money, he can return it to you.

Alternate link to help Ashutosh, where you can see his photos.

Attached documents:

1. A letter from Ashutosh’s doctor at CMC, Vellore detailing his condition.

2. A letter from the hospital in Australia indicating the cost of his treatment and transplant.

bhOndOO goes to an ipl match.

Special Thanks and Kudos to Arun for composing this hilarious story – that too in bhOndOO-style.
bhOndOO was excited. He was going to watch the Delhi-Mumbai IPL match that evening in Delhi.
His friend, Gullu had managed to get hold of four passes and had invited bhOndOO to go with him.

Since bhOndOO did not have a camera (and he wanted to impress the others somehow) he took
his pair of binoculars. However, his plans were shattered by the guard with big moustache who did
not allow him to enter the stadium itself (that was when he came to know that binoculars, cameras
etc are not allowed inside). Instead of being impressed, he got scolded by the others for not being
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aware of this fact and had to walk back around 1.5 km to keep the binoculars in the car. After
hurrying back, he tried to jump the queue this time saying that he already been in the queue once,
but the guard with the big moustache refused to let him in again asking him to get in the long queue.
Wearily, bhOndOO obeyed and was finally able to enter, this time the guard did not stop him. After
being scolded again by Gullu for wasting so much time, they hurried inside the stadium to get good
seats. They chose seats next to a pretty girl because:

1. The girl was very pretty.

2. They could come on TV because cameramen usually focus on such girls.

bhOndOO took the seat next to the girl. The girl glanced at him barely once and turned away to
chat with her male friend. bhOndOO thought of all possible ways to start a conversation including
the standard line ”haven’t we met before” but decided not to do so... her friend looked as dangerous
and powerful as the guard with the big moustache.

The match started. The sequence of events were as follows.

The batsman would hit a four or six. Everyone would jump up screaming from their seats. bhOndOO
however remained seated at all times. He was determined to show his best behaviour to the girl. He
did not wish to appear uncivilized by jumping on his seat and so, kept seated and applauded politely
whenever there was a four or six. Even though he could not see most of the match because of people
standing in front of him, he remained seated with a dignified expression on his face determined not
behave like a hooligan.

The innings ended. Everyone was now seated waiting for the second innings to start. The girl
next to bhOndOO looked around, saw bhOndOO and hesitated. bhOndOO braced himself. Did she
like me? Is she going to talk to me? All these questions ran through his mind when he heard her say,
”Um... Would you mind taking a picture of ours?” Behind, her friend grinned wickedly at him (or so
bhOndOO thought). At first, he thought, how did she bring in a camera; then realized the girl was
offering her mobile phone. bhOndOO had never used the camera in a mobile before. He took the
mobile with an expression similar to the one he had on his face when he had seen a lizard in his food.
Not wanting to ask how to take a pic, he prayed that it would be the main button of the mobile. He
stood up, everyone around was seated, so naturally the attention shifted to him. He kept the mobile
at his face level and quickly pressed the button. Quickly, he tried to return the mobile to the girl but
she was looking at him with a puzzled expression on her face. She said, ”I think you have taken a
picture of your nose.”.

snacks with shami.

bhOndOO left the Coffee Board and saw Shami coming towards him.
”Hi.”.
”Hello. How come here today?”, bhOndOO knew that Shami goes to the mess everyday along with
Dharika for snacks.
”Dharika has gone for a trek and I was a bit bored of going to the mess.”.
bhOndOO felt very bad that he came early. He was thinking of asking Shami to give her his esteemed
company, when Shami asked, ”Done with your snacks?”.
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”Umm... Yes...”.
”Okay then.”.
”Okay...”.

bhOndOO left disappointed. He walked as slowly towards the department as possible, thinking
that if Shami finished early, he might be able to walk with her for some time. But that did not work.
CSA is too near to Coffee Board for that!

bhOndOO entered the Computing Lab, unlocked the terminal, opened Orkut. The fortune was:
You never hesitate to tackle the most difficult problems. bhOndOO felt enthusiastic to read his for-
tune! He thought for a while and grabbed his mobile, hit a few buttons, took a deep breath, and
pressed the mobile against his left ear. After a few seconds:

”Hello?”.
”Hello, Dharika. This is bhOndOO.”.
”Hi bhOndOO. How are you?”.
”I am fine. How are you?”.
”I am also good. How come you called?”.
”I just called to check whether you have the Dragon’s book.”.
”Oh! Yes, I do. But I am currently out of campus. Is it okay if I give it to you day-after-tomorrow?
I will be back tomorrow night.”.
”Yes, that is perfectly fine. Are you at home?”.
”No, I have come to Sawandurga for a trek.”.
”I see. Carry on then. Will see you later.”.
”Okay, bye.”.
”Bye.”.

bhOndOO took another deep breath, his eyes glistening. So, Dharika is not here for tomorrow’s
snacks also. I can accompany Shami then.

The next day, bhOndOO came to the lab post-lunch. The very first thing he did was to login
and open Orkut. The fortune was: Your present plans are going to succeed. bhOndOO was overjoyed.
He wrote a few scraps, checked gmail, hotmail, yahoo, read a few blogs, and then opened a terminal
and typed: pine -i.

bhOndOO almost got a blow to see a mail with the name Prof Krishnamurthy, his advisor. The
mail read, We can meet tomorrow, Jun 08, around 16:00 in my office. bhOndOO started breathing
again, Good that the meeting is tomorrow. Had it been today, my plans would have been in danger.
But hold on! Today is Jun 08. Seems Sir has committed some mistake. bhOndOO looked at the time
the mail was received: Jun 07, 2008 at 21:43.

bhOndOO suddenly realized that he had asked Sir for a day to meet for discussing a paper on
Pointer Analysis and Sir made sure that he chose a date which clashed with bhOndOO’s sweet plans!
bhOndOO did not know what to do. Shit!, he exclaimed. He tried to pacify himself with the thought:
If the meeting starts on time, it will be done by 17:00 and I can still go with Shami.. But he also
thought of a corner case, What if Shami goes at 16:30 or 16:45? He kept grinning for a while and
went to the Litec Lab, where Shami was working.

”Hi.”.
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”Hello.”.
Silence for two seconds.
”I was wondering if we can...”, bhOndOO realized something and then changed the statement to
”Will you be having snacks in Coffee Board today?”.
Shami looked at him with a face which wasn’t fully puzzled and fully questioning. She didn’t say
anything.
”No, I was wondering, if you are going there, we can go together...”.
”Okay.”, and Shami smiled.
bhOndOO smiled and turned back. Then realized the main purpose and turned back.
”Actually, I have a meeting with Sir at 16:00. I hope it will finish by 17:00. Shall we go then?”.
”Okay. Sure.”.

With pulse-rate above 90, bhOndOO returned to the Computing Lab and started reading the paper.
With a section un-understood, at 16:00, he was in Prof Krishnamurthy’s office. bhOndOO saw his
advisor talking to some visitor.

”Hi, can we meet after 10-15 min?”.
”Sure, Sir.”.
”I will call you on your mobile.”.
”Okay, Sir.”.

bhOndOO came to the lab and started reading the section that he had not understood properly.
When he understood it, he realized that it was 16:30 and that Sir had not called yet. I will get late.
It does not look good to ask her to wait for so long. bhOndOO thought of alternatives to finish the
meeting by 17:00:

1. I will not go to Sir.

2. I will tell Sir that I have not finished the paper.

3. I will not explain the paper properly and he will ask me to come prepared better next time.

4. I will go back in time like Superman.

Before bhOndOO could decide on an option, he got a call from Sir. bhOndOO went to his office.
They started discussing the paper. bhOndOO was speaking with a high speed. At 16:45, his flow was
interrupted by the entry of a former student of Sir. The interruption persisted for another 20 min
and consisted of discusions on children, image processing, and external PhD, none of which amused
bhOndOO. Finally, his meeting was over at 17:29.

bhOndOO rushed to the Litec Lab to see Shami.

”Did you see Shami?”, bhOndOO asked Reddy.
”Yes, I saw her going towards Coffee Board...”, bhOndOO’s brain was in the process of sending a
signal to his legs to run, but Reddy continued, ”... with Gullu.”.

bhOndOO’s legs and brain were silent for a second. Then, he replied with hard-pressed lips, ”Okay.
Thanks.”.

Disappointed, bhOndOO returned to the Computing Lab. I should not have got late... I should
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have told Sir to meet tomorrow... Or I should have told her to wait for me... May be, I should not
have called Dharika.... bhOndOO sighed, Or perhaps, I should not have fallen in love with Shami...

After a couple of minutes, the door opened and a smile appeared . Shami smiled back and asked,
”Shall we go?”.

bhOndOO felt it a bit embarassing, but he heard himself saying, ”Ya, let’s go.”. He locked the
terminal and came out. They started walking towards Coffee Board. bhOndOO, a bit sad, could not
utter a single word. He continued looking down.

When they reached Coffee Board, Shami exclaimed, ”Oh! It is closed.”.
bhOndOO looked up, ”Oh! Correct, someone was saying today that it is closed. I didn’t remember.
Anyway, let’s go to the T-board.”.
They started walking towards T-board, when bhOndOO suddenly realized something. He looked up
at Shami and asked, ”But didn’t you just come to Coffee Board with Gullu?”. He then realized that
he asked a wrong question. He hesitated. Shami smiled and said, ”No, we went to the Post Office.
We both had some work there.”. bhOndOO realized that the post office closes at 17:30.

He suddenly started feeling light, took a deep breath, remembered his orkut fortune, looked up,
and smiled at Shami. Shami smiled back and said, ”I am very hungry.”.
”Me too.”.

can termites eat your money?

A trader in the Indian state of Bihar has lost his life savings

after termites infesting his bank’s safe deposit boxes ate them up.

Check out the full post.

Special Google images archive: Google Holiday Logos.
And some humorous logos: Rejected Google Holiday Logos.

Some days ago, I had posted a link to Sayesha’s blog. Here’s one humorous story from her. You
will enjoy more, if you try to decipher the movie from the image before reaching the end of the story
– where the answer exists.

course feedback.

bhOndOO gave the following feedback for Prof Sree’s course:

1. When things are clear from the blank faces of students, it is unethical to ask ”Is it clear?”.

2. Do not start the discussion on a slide with ”It is very simple, actually.”, when students cannot
appreciate it at the end of the discussion.

3. If you happen to reach for the lecture on time, do not show surprise for less attendance.
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4. When students are looking down or yawning or not laughing at your jokes or check their watches
often – please understand the needful.

your photos and alumni info on csa website.

Photos of students: Students are requested to send their updated photos (size 90x100 pixels).
Alumni list since 1996: Do send this link to all your seniors. All are requested to contact with the up-to-date information

shortlisted candidates for msc/phd in csa.

Check out: MSc/PhD shortlisted candidates for CSA for 2008.
And the department will see third R. Arun.

married apartments in iisc.

While entering the department, bhOndOO saw Megha and Paresh coming on a bike. He waited for
them near the entrance. ”Good Morning.”, bhOndOO in an enthusiastic mood.
”Good Morning.”, said Megha. Paresh smiled.
”You guys stay outside campus?”, bhOndOO was inquisitive.
”Yes, at Sanjay Nagar.”.
”You did not get accommodation in the married apartments in campus?”.
Megha and Paresh looked at each other, smiled, and Megha continued, ”We have applied for it, but
there is a long queue.”.
”And how do you quantify long?”.
”Well, okay. When we applied, our number was 72 in the list. Last semester it was 83. Now it is 73.”.
”What? How come? And what is the priority criteria?”.
”The first priority criteria is seniority in the institute. Thus, if some seniors get married and they
apply, they will get a better rank even when they get married afterwards. The second criteria is
marriage date. And the third one is the application date. There are also some criteria depending
upon whether you took a break between postgraduation and PhD.”.
”Oh! But then when will you get the accommodation?”.
”When we applied, we were told two years. But looking at the rank in the list, it does not seem
possible to receive the accommodation till we graduate.”.
”But both of you are students, then shouldn’t you get priority?”.
”bhOndOO, unfortunately, you are not the hostel officer. Otherwise, our waiting list number would
have been halved.”. They laugh. ”The hostel office people told us in a typical rude manner we see in
a government office that there is no such rule.”.
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”But then, how come Anjana is staying in campus? She joined with you, right?”.
”Well, she has a baby. The exception rules are never disclosed. But it is rumoured that if you have
a kid or are pregnant, you get priority.”.
”I see.”.
”In fact, we applied together. Her original number was 71 and ours was 72. She has got the accom-
modation, but her name is still present in the list. And strangely, her number now is 75 whereas ours
is 73!”.
”And how is that?”.
”As if we have any clue!”.
”Laxman, the PhD student, got recently married, right? And he did ME here? He must be higher in
the list?”.
”The Hostel Office did some lotcha with his application. He joined in 2004, but he was put into 2005
list and his number was 24.”.
”Oh! Then?”.
”Then, via his advisor, he tried to pursue the matter with the authorities and now his number is 2.”.
”Oh! So he will get it.”.
”That is also not certain. His number is 2, but the Hostel Office does not have any free keys, i.e.,
none of the married apartments are yet vacated. So he may have to wait for more than a semester
also!”.
”But I heard there is some limit on the number of years you can stay in married quarters, right?”.
”Three years. But there are PhD students we have met who have expressed their apologies for over-
staying in their apartments.”.
”But isn’t this three year rule strict?”.
”Well, we will tell you, if we get a chance to stay there.”, and they all laughed again.
Paresh continued, ”When we applied, the waiting list contained 72 student names. In 18 months,
the list contains 97 names. If this is the rate, it is clear that we have more married students than
married apartments. Of course, institute providing married apartment facility is really a bonus for
married students, but I think these are not getting managed properly. If the rule of three years is
made stricter and some of the hidden rules of exception are removed, the institute may be able to do
better justice with all the married couples. Similar to the waiting list which gets updated sufficiently
frequently, if the list of students currently staying in the married quarters is also listed along with
their staying period, the matter would look clearer.”.
”Hmmm. Anyway, lets rush for the MSR Summer School, we may get late.”.

bhOndOO, the consultant.

bhOndOO is back from the nightmare – the meeting with his advisor. Prof Krishnamurthy has asked
him many questions which went unanswered. bhOndOO has been asked to read the paper again
and come back. bhOndOO is very disappointed – more than getting a refusal from a girl to whom
bhOndOO’s parents asked for marriage.
bhOndOO types: pine -i and sees two new emails: one from Dr Ajay and another from a junior at
BTech. bhOndOO gets very happy to read Dr Ajay’s mail, since he receives appreciation for doing
a good work with the new CSA website. bhOndOO’s name is also added to the credits page of the
website. He opens the other mail and comes to know that the junior has got admission into CSA and
wishes to talk to him regarding the PhD programme and the faculty members. bhOndOO is not in
a mood to entertain any visitors right now, but replies yes.

In the afternoon, his junior comes to IISc and they both go to T-board.
”What would you have?”, bhOndOO getting courteous.
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”Let me see the menu. Okay, one noodles, ...”.
bhOndOO starts counting (it is the sign of a courteous person. No, no! Not counting, but rather
counting in mind and smiling), eleven....
”one badam milk, ...”.
... plus twenty...
”... and ... ummm...”.
... one punch?...
”ya... this cake packet. How much does this cost?”.
”Sixteen rupees.”, the shopkeeper replies.
... total forty seven... Juniors are dogs! He must be earning one lakh per month!
After collecting the valuables, the junior realizes and asks, ”Aren’t you taking anything?”.
bhOndOO looks at him, feels like slapping his face and running away with the food items, but brings
a courteous smile on his face and gives a crisp reply, ”I had heavy lunch.”.
bhOndOO puts forth a 50-rupee note towards the shopkeeper, and the junior says, ”Shall I pay?”.
bhOndOO looks at him, remembers his disappointment with the advisor, understands that this is the
deciding time of his life, and says, ”Okay, as you wish.”, putting back his note into the pocket.

The junior is stumped with a googly. He tries to collect all food items into his left hand and goes for
his wallet using the right. He manages to drop the noodles and the badam milk can.

A smile appears on bhOndOO’s face. He quickly comes back to (imitates) the sane state and shows
concern. The junior lifts the can, cleans it with his hand and feels embarrassed to see people in the
queue watching him. He gives a 50-rupee note to the shopkeeper and takes back the change. As they
hurriedly leave the counter, they hear the shopkeeper shouting on somebody to clean the floor.

”So what do you want to know?”.
”I just want to know which professors work in Compilers...”.
bhOndOO realizes that his professor is the only one who works in Compilers and is about to suggest,
when the junior continues, ”Actually, my company, Synopsys, is very keen on sponsoring some project
in IISc and they are ready to give a sponsorship of upto 10 lakh...”.
”Rupees or dollars?”, bhOndOO is carefully listening.
”Rupees.”.
”Hmmm. I see.”, bhOndOO’s thoughtful reply. The thought process involves the morning discussion
with Prof Krishnamurthy and then the appreciation mail from Dr Ajay.
”There is one Prof Krishnamurthy who works in Compilers. But you know that most of the areas in
the field are already saturated. Very less and not very interesting research is going on in Compilers.
I would rather suggest you work in some Embedded Systems related area. Not only it is in demand,
but will also be of interest to Synopsys.”.
”That is true... but I was wondering...”.
”See, what you want at the end of your PhD is to grow higher in your company or to apply to some
other company to get a better job. Correct?”.
”Correct!”, the junior cannot deny this.
”Then what is the point in having a PhD at the end of which you will not receive any value-add?”,
such statements are made when bhOndOO wants to, but cannot, be logical.
”Yaa... but...”.
”And moreover, the faculty member who works in Embedded Systems, Dr Ajay, is a very nice prof.
He reads and discusses papers with his students. He has a good lab and very good students. Your
PhD will be fun. His students typically finish PhD in four years. And moreover, he has worked in
Synopsys before.”.
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”Is it?”.
”Of course. I strongly suggest you talk to him.”.
The junior is thoughtful for a moment and looks down. bhOndOO is looking at him and having
a wicked smile. Then he brings himself back to the courteous mode and says, ”If you want, I can
arrange for a meeting with him.”.
”Oh! Is that possible?”.
”Of course. Any time during the weekday.”.
”bhOndOO, I think I need to think more on this. I may also have to talk to my manager.”.
”Sure.”, bhOndOO is overjoyed, ”You take some time to decide and just let me know by email.”.
”Sure. Thanks a lot, bhOndOO. It is really very useful to have seniors like you.”.
bhOndOO smiles, ”You are welcome.”.

googling.

Check out these google searches:

1. Calculations: 5.5 * 2.2444, 20% of 100

2. Transformations: 1 pound in kg, 1 USD in INR

3. Geographical information: india population, japan area

4. Tracking UPS packages: 1Z9999W99999999999

5. Stock quotes: goog

6. Location maps: 165 University Ave Palo Alto CA

7. Flight information (by number): ua 312

8. Flight information (by airport): sfo bos

9. weather bangalore

10. define alleviate

11. firefox -browser: Check second result.

12. form 16 filetype:pdf

13. what is google

14. URL containing the word: inurl:bhOndOO, inurl:meghana

15. movie: india
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predict-and-win contest.

At the end of six months, when the number of visits to iisc life crossed 5K, I was wondering whether
the number would cross 10K at the end of twelve months. But you guys have already crossed that
mark and bhOndOO is now roaring towards 20K.

Here is a contest: You predict one date on which iisc life would reach 20,000 visits and the per-
son(s) whose prediction is nearest to the actual date (before or after) it happens will be the winner.
The prize is a treat from bhOndOO in T-board of IISc (travel and stay not sponsored).

You can make only one prediction. You cannot change the prediction once made. And, you have to
comment in your prediction before number of tics reaches 17,000.

The progress of tics has happened as follows:

1. After first month (Oct 24, 2007): 300+.

2. After six months (Mar 24, 2008): 5,000+.

3. After eight months (May 24, 2008): 10,000-.

4. After nine months (Jun 24, 2008): 15,000+.

When will it make 20,000?

farewell function.

bhOndOO went for the farewell function of the passing out ME and research students. He was a bit
excited, because he had managed to get inside information about some games to be played during
the function. He knew Shami was coming and wanted to be in her team. What he did not know was
that Gullu was also coming for the function.

The faculty members were also invited and five out of twenty three showed their appearance. They
were amongst the people to come on time and had to wait for the passing out students to arrive,
who reached 20 min late. Some students claimed that they were having revenge on the faculty mem-
bers who reach late for lectures. bhOndOO saw Lili seated beside Shami. He came to Lili and
said, ”The madam from the office was looking for you urgently.”. Lili went and bhOndOO grabbed
the seat. When Gullu arrived, he had to seat three rows away. bhOndOO was very happy. When
Lili came back and asked, bhOndOO made an ignorant face and said, ”Oh! She didn’t! Then may
be I misheard your name. Sorry for the trouble. Anyway, do get seated, the function is starting now.”.

After the initial formal function, including speeches of the faculty talking about hamare jamane
mein and come back for PhD, the faculty members left. The classroom was then full of only students.
Every passing-out student was called on stage, shared his/her experiences, was ragged by others, and
was given a momento before returning to his seat.

While Laxman was getting asked about a girl who had come to his lab for internship last semester,
Laxman answered, in a rather fed-up mood: How will I know what she has in mind! I don’t even
know her. I mean, I know her, but only physically, and not mentally.
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Junta bust out laughing.

Gullu asked Roshan: Give one similarity between you and your advisor.
Roshan said: Both of us take a long time to think on a problem.
bhOndOO, noting that he should also show his question-asking ability, asked: Give one difference
between you and your advisor.
Roshan said: After taking a long time to think on a problem, he solves it.

Lili asked Sairam, the best friend of Roshan: What would have happened had you and Roshan been
born in the same house?
Sairam answered: Instead of two, only one house would have been spoilt.

Chunni Babu presented a sher:
Khuda kare sab hasinaon ke baap mar jaye,
Bahana ho maatam ka, aur hum unke ghar ho aaye.
To this, bhOndOO added:
Are jaalim, aisa na kah, bada paap hoga,
Tu bhi kabhi kisi hasina ka baap hoga.

After the ragging, came the time for which bhOndOO was waiting. A game was announced. All
students were divided in five teams and two participants from each team were called on stage. The
two members of a team had to carry a balloon between their backs and without letting it fall, had
to prick other teams’s balloons. The organizers arranged for teams such that every student’s team
would be his/her unique position in the class modulus five. Shami went into team 2 and bhOndOO
in team 3. Well, you guessed it right: Gullu went into team 2.

BenJi, bhOndOO’s partner, managed to prick two balloons. bhOndOO got the opportunity to prick
Gullu’s balloon, but he could not do it because Gullu’s partner was Shami. Shami pricked the third
balloon. Gullu managed to prick bhOndOO’s balloon and won. He was overjoyed. Shami was smiling
looking down and bhOndOO wasn’t sad on losing. He remembered the line from Baazigar and felt
happy: Haarkar bhi jeetne wale ko baazigar kehte hai.

There were a series of games played and bhOndOO’s team lost most of them whenever bhOndOO
played against Shami’s team. Finally, Shami’s team won. They were called on stage and were dis-
tributed chocolates. Shami looked up to the cheering crowd – bhOndOO was smiling.

At the end of the games, Shami came back to her seat. bhOndOO got half of the chocolate.

height of revenge.

Thanks to Deepti for sending the images. Check out further pages for images.
This image is added to the story shit! blessings!:

And this one is dedicated to all computer users, the instrument would be called, well, a human:
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iisc news.

Prof C N R Rao starts his speech with a rocket.

Coffee Board in IISc was forcefully closed down by the Employee Association. Many predict that
it will be permanently closed. Reason cited is the increase in the prices of the food items.

IISc Centenary Conference registration is now open.

compressed mail.

It is 22:00. bhOndOO is very hungry and busy. His experiements are not giving good results. He has
been trying various alternatives since three days now, but all he has achieved is getting fed up. After
missing dinner, he wishes to eat now, but has no enthusiasm to walk. He does not know what to do.
At such a notorious time, bhOndOO receives an email from a junior:

hi!!!!!

m ur junior in be :)...... rmmbr??????

hw r u?????? me fin...... jst doin sm tp thse dayz J

hey! cn u temme wch profs in cs tk up prjctees :)......

need 4 reco hehe...... applin 4 ms nxt sem... J

lemme no...... :)

chalo ciao......bye......tc......

At the first sight, he thinks of the mail as a spam and is about to delete it, but then understands that
it probably isn’t. He takes two hundred seconds to read and comprehend the mail. At the end of of
it, he is not sure whether what he has comprehended is correct. He gets irritated and decides not to
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reply to the junior.

He makes himself understand that there is no other choice, and starts walking towards T-board.
At least after eating, I will feel better. I can then try increasing the number of hash functions and see
whether I get better results.

bhOndOO reaches T-board to see it closed. Somebody tells him that it is closed because of sud-
den strike by the Employee Association of IISc. bhOndOO is frustrated and angry. He curses five of
them: Employee Association, T-board, IISc, his advisor and his decision to join for PhD. His current
condition can be described in two beautiful and frequently occuring words in the research life: give up.

bhOndOO comes back, unlocks his terminal and sees the mail from the junior. He gets more an-
gry. The junior becomes the bakra (victim) of bhOndOO’s frustration. bhOndOO writes following
email to him:

.txet desserpmoc ruoy otni srettel gniniamer eht dda ot stroffe

erom emos ekat ,etorw I tahw rehpiced ot sniap hguone nekat

evah uoy taht woN .esuoh ruoy ot gnimoc dna maet yekcoh eht

ni sdneirf ym rof tuo gnillac dnim ton lliw I ,liam a hcus

em ot etirw uoy emit txeN

.setteuqite liame ni esruoc a nioj ot deen a dna ,dlihc a

fo taht naht esrow roivaheb a wohs sespille dna skram noitamalcxe

fo rebmun eht dna ,’J’ dna ’eheh’ htiw elggiw yhtlif A .motpmys

citanul a si ecalp etairporppani na ta yelims a gniddA .nettirw

txet eht fo gninaem eht egnahc ton od yehT .snodda era syelims ,dnoceS

.liam ruoy htiw gnola retpyrced a hcatta osla esaelp ,emit txen

,eergasid uoy fI .denifed llew dna dootsrednu llew era rettal eht

;noisserpmoc atad dna dnah trohs ,snoitaiverbba htiw etirw uoy tahw
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esufnoc ton od uoy epoh I .noititep a elif esaelp ,hsilgnE ni

yrassecennu era slewov taht leef uoy fI .slewov tuohtiw txet

daer ot uoy ekil srewop enivid evah dlrow eht ni ydobyreve toN

.sliame etirw ot nrael ,tsomerof dna tsriF

/* a more readable version appears in the comment. */
The readable version is:

First and foremost, learn to write emails. Not everybody in the

world have divine powers like you to read text without vowels.

If you feel that vowels are unnecessary in English, please file

a petition. I hope you do not confuse what you write with

abbreviations, short hand and data compression; the latter are

well understood and well defined. If you disagree, next time,

please also attach a decrypter along with your mail.

Second, smileys are addons. They do not change the meaning of the

text written. Adding a smiley at an inappropriate place is a

lunatic symptom. A filthy wiggle with hehe and J, and the

number of exclamation marks and ellipses show a behavior worse

than that of a child, and a need to join a course in email etiquettes.

Next time you write to me such a mail, I will not mind calling

out for my friends in the hockey team and coming to your house.

Now that you have taken enough pains to decipher what I wrote,

take some more efforts to add the remaining letters into your

compressed text.
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two lessons.

Special thanks to Satish for composing this story. Although I edited scenes, the idea and the theme
remains. Before classes commence in August, students from CSA department arranged for a day-long
outing nearby IISc. Having discussed 8 options, they went to Fun Village – a place which was not in
the options.

Most of the students spent the morning in water. Post lunch, nobody could enter the swimming
pool: nobody had spare dry clothes! Therefore, they shifted focus to indoor games and some of them
started playing snooker.

Our dear bhOndOO was outside; standing straight with head bent by almost 90 degrees towards
his right shoulder and was hitting it hard with the fist! When BenJi observed him for a few seconds,
but could not decipher the meaning of his act, he came to him and asked, ”bhOndOO, are you okay?”.
bhOndOO, without looking up, said, ”Water has filled my ear.”. ”Oh!”, BenJi exclaimed and started
laughing over the morning incident. In the morning, bhOndOO did not want to enter water because
of a previous incident. However, according to the law of masses, he was thrown into the pool.

”BANG”, came the voice and before bhOndOO could realize, he was on the floor. When he ad-
justed his spects and came to senses, looked at BenJi and queried, ”Why are you beating me? It
wasn’t I who sent that mail to Lili from your account. It was...”. bhOndOO realized that he is talking
something unrelated and came back, ”But why are you beating me?”.

BenJi, coolly, ”Has the water come out?”. bhOndOO puzzled, checked, ”Oh! Is it? Wow! You
are great, BenJi. You are simply superb! But next time, hit a bit softly.”.
BenJi, ”Okay. Okay. Let’s go in fast. Everybody is enjoying there. We may not get a free table
otherwise.”.
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bhOndOO’s brain (of course) translated BenJi’s statement to Shami is enjoying there.

They came in to see Carrom Board and Snooker Tables unoccupied and the whole crowd had gath-
ered around a single table. Both of them stopped. BenJi thought: Is somebody fighting in freestyle?
bhOndOO thought: Is anybody distributing research ideas?

They came closer. BenJi noticed four players playing foosball. bhOndOO noticed Gullu and Shami
being partners. After enquiring they understood that Gullu and Shami were playing since start and
defeating everyone. The team getting defeated was getting replaced with the new team. They stood
and witnessed Gullu and Shami winning another game. Someone in the crowd exclaimed, ”We can’t
even see the ball when they hit it!”. Someone else exclaimed, ”Both of them are wonderful attackers!”.

bhOndOO did not know how to react – whether to feel happy that Shami won or whether to feel sad
that Gullu won. Pran finally solved his doubt. You don’t know Pran? Pran – the actor. bhOndOO
remembered Pran’s dialogue from movie Don, Inspector, main tumse itni nafrat nahi karta, jitni
main apne bachchonse mohabbat karta hoon (I don’t hate you so much as much as I love my children)
and he successfully translated it to Gullu, main tumse itni nafrat nahi karta, jitni main Shami se
mohabbat karta hoon. A smile finally settled on his face.

BenJi was thoughtful. He turned and asked bhOndOO, ”You used to play foosball before, right?”.
”Yes, but...”.
”Good.”.
”????”.

BenJi let everyone play and waited observing each game. Shami and Gullu’s team kept winning
– sometimes 10-7, sometimes 10-5 and sometimes 10-3.

When the last team was playing against the winning team, BenJi asked, ”bhOndOO, lets play now.”.
”No, no. I can’t play.”.
”Stupid! Idiot! Lets go.”.
”But BenJi, they are winning!”.
”And we have to defeat them!”.
”But how?”.
”You leave it to me. You simply do not let the ball go into the goal. Okay?”.
bhOndOO had always played the game as a defender. Thus, it was not difficult for him, but he did
not want to lose to Gullu – that too in the presence of Shami.

The last game got over. bhOndOO saw Gullu giving a hi5 to Shami. bhOndOO closed his eyes,
remembered the farewell function and how he let Shami win. He opened his eyes, and said to BenJi,
”Okay, let’s go and win.”.

”Junta, this is the last game of the afternoon. We then go for snacks.”, somebody shouted.

BenJi and bhOndOO joined the table. Shami and bhOndOO looked at each other and they both did
not know how to react. Shami told Gullu, ”We must win this game!”.
”Yes!”, Gullu nodded.

bhOndOO opted for defence, BenJi in attack. Shami opted for attack and Gullu was in defence.
bhOndOO looked at the boundary of the table and told himself what Lord Krishna told Arjun, ”This
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is your ranabhoomi. You have to fight against your family and friends. Do your karma, do not worry
about the end result.”. bhOndOO’s concentration was at peak. He forgot everything, everybody. He
simply knew he had to protect the ball from entering the goal.

The game started. Shami and Gullu, being very good attackers, were hittting the ball hard, but
bhOndOO was managing to defend it well. BenJi’s attack was not very strong, but he had observed
that both Shami and Gullu were not good defenders. He was managing to get goals once in a while.

After six hundred seconds, BenJi suddenly started beating bhOndOO. When bhOndOO brought
his concentration out of the boundary of the table, he realized that BenJi was actually trying to lift
bhOndOO (and he couldn’t). The game had got over. bhOndOO looked at the score: 10-0.

Junta sarted shouting. Gullu and Shami congratulated benJi and bhOndOO. bhOndOO was on
the seventh sky – not because of winning the game – but to get a firm handshake from Shami, that
had lasted slightly longer.

While having snacks, BenJi gave two lessons, ”First, to become a winner, you do not need to play
with everyone, you simply need to defeat the winner! Second, to win, you need to have a balance of
attack and defence in your team. Only attackers or only defenders may win matches, but they cannot
win the tournament.”.

bhOndOO, in mind, calculated whom Shami would pair up with to win and smiled!

bhOndOO tries ambidexterity.

Thanks to the discussion with ambidextrous Chintan that resulted in this story.

bhOndOO is chatting with Chintu, ”You are left handed since birth?”.
”No, I was originally right handed. But I read that right-handed people mostly use left part of the
brain and hence I thought of using my left hand for making better use of both parts of the brain.”.
”Do you see any difference?”.
”I cannot say, but one thing I observed is that my handwriting is often readable with left hand.”.
They both laugh and come back to the department.

In the night, bhOndOO is unable to sleep. He is continuously thinking about the discussion. Is
it that we really do not make proper use of the brain? Could this be the reason I am not getting
enough innovative ideas in my research? If I start using left hand, will I be able to design a scalable
pointer analysis algorithm? bhOndOO decides that the next day would be his entry into the world
of left-handedness. He sleeps, turning to his left side.

bhOndOO is cautious. He has held the brush in his right hand and trying to press the toothpaste
with his left hand. A sudden press makes a lot of paste come out and bhOndOO eagerly tries to get
his toothbrush underneath the cream. He manages that, but sees a bulk of the cream in a mood of
falling down. He quickly lifts his left hand to press the brush against his teeth and manages to spill
3/4¡sup¿th¡/sup¿ of the cream on his t-shirt.

bhOndOO practices for a week and can now do some tasks nicely with his left hand – like brushing,
eating with spoon and hitting stumps with a ball from a distance of 15 feet. He can also type stew-
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ardesses 25 times in a minute. He is very happy with his performance and wishes to show off in front
of Shami and Gullu.

One fine afternoon, bhOndOO asks Shami and Gullu for coffee. bhOndOO gets into the queue and
lifts his wallet with the left hand from the back-pocket. Shami and Gullu do not notice it. He then
holds the wallet with his right hand, takes out money with his left hand, and keeps the pocket back
with the left hand. Shami and Gullu do not notice it. He then gives money to the shopkeeper with
his left hand and takes back coupons with left hand. Shami and Gullu do not notice it (obviously).
bhOndOO gets impatient and shouts, ”Coffee!”, giving three coupons to the boy at the counter. He
then picks up each cup alternatively with his left hand and passes it on to Shami and Gullu. They do
not notice it. bhOndOO, frustrated, picks up his cup with left hand and starts walking behind them
towards the chairs.

They all lift their cups and bhOndOO starts talking about brain, ”It is said that only a small portion
of our brain gets used.”. Shami and Gullu do not notice bhOndOO holding the cup with his left
hand. Shami says, ”Yes, I have also heard that, but I also read that it is a myth and we actually use
almost all of our brain during various activities of a routine day.”. bhOndOO does not know how to
react. He is not really bothered about how much brain humans use, he wants Shami and Gullu to
notice his efforts. He gets further frustrated.

After some time, BenJi and Lili join them. Another sip of coffee gives bhOndOO an idea! He
starts feeling that using his left hand has really helped him think in an innovative manner. He asks
the newcomers, ”Do you want coffee?”. ”I will bring.”, BenJi said. bhOndOO, almost forcing BenJi
to sit down, ”Don’t worry. I have some coupons.”, and rushes to the coffee counter.

”Coffee!”, he orders joyously. He then grabs both the cups with his left hand keeping his right
hand empty! He is very tensed, but in full concentration. He starts walking slowly towards his would-
be admirers and cannot praise himself more for this innovative idea of showing off. He notices a small
portion of irregular tiles coming out of the soil and manages to pass it well. He sees that his friends
are watching him with awe. He smiles and continues walking. BenJi tries to get up to come for his
help but bhOndOO asks him to stop with his right hand.

Now he is at the stairs. He has to climb the two stairs down. He puts forth his right leg (he
does not want to try with his left leg this time), the cups tilt, but bhOndOO does not let the coffee
spill. He puts down the other leg on the stair and everything looks balanced again. His friends are
still watching. bhOndOO, confident, now tries putting forth his left leg followed by the right and
manages this also well. He is overjoyed. His destination is only five feet away.

bhOndOO starts walking slowly towards his friends. A person is standing in the middle not fac-
ing bhOndOO. He turns and is about to hit bhOndOO, but bhOndOO is quick and stops him using
his right hand, backing off by a step. His body absorbs the shake and not a single drop spills out of
the cups. He continues walking and reaches his friends.

”How is it?”, bhOndOO cannot stop himself from pulling out the praise from his friends.
Gullu says, ”That’s nice. But it would have been more interesting had you tried it with your left
hand.”.
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j n tata and unix.

On a fine Friday afternoon, bhOndOO receives a one-line email from his advisor, Prof Krishnamurthy.

bhOndOO, can you meet me immediately in my office?

bhOndOO, as you can guess, is terrified. Within two minutes, he has thought of all the dangerous
possibilities:

1. He wishes to scold me for no progress on the algorithm.

2. He will stop signing my scholarship bill.

3. He heard me consulting the junior.

4. Gullu mailed him something against me.

5. He came to know about my blog.

bhOndOO closes eyes, reassures himself that he will face anything boldly, takes a deep breath, opens
his eyes, and rushes towards his advisor’s office.

”May I...”.
”Yes bhOndOO, come in.”.

After half an hour, bhOndOO comes out of Prof Krishnamurthy’s office. He is walking slowly to-
wards Computing Lab, looking down, face gloomy. BenJi comes from the opposite side and smiles –
bhOndOO does not notice him. BenJi is surprised, but goes past bhOndOO, since he is in a hurry.
bhOndOO enters Computing Lab.

”Hi.”, the familiar (and special) voice makes bhOndOO come back to his senses.
bhOndOO smiles and hears himself saying, ”Hi!”.
”Is everything alright?”.
”Ya..., no..., I mean, Yes, everything is fine.”.
”Any problem?”.
”No, no. I am coming back from my advisor’s office.”.
Shami leans forward and asks softly, ”Did he say something?”.
”No, no. He just wants me to prepare a webpage for registration of the Centenary Conference during
the weekend.”.
”Oh! Then why are you tensed? Because of lack of time?”.
”No, I am just wondering what technology should I use such that I can impress him with my work!
Dotnet, JSP, or PHP?”.

Shami keeps looking at him, without getting impressed, ”bhOndOO, this is not your research work.
You should give minimal time for this. Don’t try to impress anybody. Just finish it. What web
technologies do you know out of this?”.

”Actually, I know nothing. I only know some CGI programming with PERL”.
”Then just do that. Don’t try any hi-fi stuff. It will take longer.”.
”Okay.”, bhOndOO agrees.
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”Where will you host the webpage?”.
”Currenly, I will prepare it on my homepage in CSA. On Monday, we will host it on Alumni Cell
website of IISc. It seems it is a bit urgent.”.

bhOndOO, with full concentration, starts working on the webpage.
What all will I need? Well, I need CGI access, which I have. And what else? Oh! Ya! I need a
backend database to store all information about new registrants.
He checks the the machine hosting his homepage and comes to know that it does not have mysql,
postgres or any other database. Good start., bhOndOO gets frustrated. He decides to store the
information in flat text files and write function wrappers so that he can change the implementation
without much trouble if he has to use a database on Alumni Cell website.

At the end of Friday, he has prepared a layout and a form to fill in for new registrants. He goes
back to hostel, sleeps and comes back early on Saturday. He resumes work and by the end of Satur-
day, his website can register new people and they can login and change password. bhOndOO is very
happy. I think, I will meet the deadline.

On Sunday, bhOndOO adds a few more capabilities and a few more checks to the registration website
and in the evening sends a mail to Prof Krishnamurthy:

Dear Sir,

You can check the registration page at

http://people.csa.iisc.ernet.in/nasre/cgi-bin/cc/login.pl.

Please let me know if any changes are required.

bhOndOO.

bhOndOO gets relaxed, goes to hostel in a joyous mood, and after dinner, sleeps peacefully.

On Monday, he receives an email from Prof Krishnamurthy, praising his work, which bhOndOO reads 8
times. After day-dreaming, he realizes that he has to move the code to Alumni Cell server whose login
details are given in his advisor’s mail. He quickly copies the PERL files to /var/www/html/centenary/
and checks the Alumni Cell website: http://alumni.iisc.ernet.in/centenary/index.pl. Oh! The layout
has changed, bhOndOO exclaims. When he reads it, he realizes that it is Error 404: Page not found.
bhOndOO checks directory again, double-checks file names, permissions, tries to refresh the page 8
times, but it does not work. bhOndOO gets frustrated and exclaims, Who is this TOMCAT?

Finally, bhOndOO, our techie, tries this, locate index.jsp and finds that the index page of Alumni Cell website
is /opt/netbeans-5.5/enterprise3/apache-tomcat-5.5.17/webapps/ROOT/index.jsp. ”What a predictable
path!”, bhOndOO replies.

He then copies his PERL files to a directory and tries again, but TOMCAT says Error 403: Forbidden.
bhOndOO tries several stupid ways, and ends up failing in every one. Finally, he realizes that May
be, CGI is not enabled on this server!. Google comes to the rescue and within five minutes, bhOndOO
has uncommented a few lines in the APACHE configuration to enable CGI. TOMCAT is stubborn,
Error 403: Forbidden.
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bhOndOO Googles and does not find any relevant information. Finally, he takes a break, goes
to T-board and a spark of common sense hits him. He rushes towards CSA department and does
something on Alumni Cell machine. He checks http://alumni.iisc.ernet.in/cgi-bin/cc/login.pl and it
works. bhOndOO starts dancing in the lab. And by the way, the something is simply restarting apache.

After bhOndOO confirms that everything is working on Alumni Cell website, bhOndOO goes to
his advisor and tells him happily that the registration page is up and running. Prof Krishnamurthy
is very happy with bhOndOO’s quick solution and tell him that he would show it to other conference
committee members.

bhOndOO gets into the mood of Advisor praises and Experiment succeeds. He goes to mess for
lunch and comes back to see a mail from his advisor.

Dear bhOndOO,

I showed your registration page to other committee members and

they appreciated it well. However, one suggestion is to have

it in JSP, since it will look much neater and is supposed to

have better security. So, can you migrate the pages to JSP?

It would be nice if you can finish it by Wednesday.

bhOndOO knows that the reasons cited are not at all true and he feels that remaking the webpage in
JSP is actually unnecessary and waste of time. He goes into the mood of Why did I choose this advisor?

Frustrated, bhOndOO logs into the Alumni Cell machine and checks the existing JSP code. bhOn-
dOO has never programmed in Java and various classes and long function names explain to him that
JSP is not his baby. He thinks for some time, decides something and opens pine:

Dear Sir,

I do not think, I have expertise to code in JSP. I can learn

it, but won’t be able to meet the deadline of Wednesday. I

suggest, you ask someone from webteam to code it. If any

assistance from my side is required, I am ready to help.

I am sorry.

bhOndOO.

bhOndOO, before sending the mail, reads it again and again. He feels bad, not because he could not
impress his advisor, but because his efforts have all gone waste. He starts cursing JSP, various web
technologies available, TOMCAT, his advisor, IISc and J N Tata. He feels like crying, presses Ctrl-O
(to postpone the mail) and leaves the lab.

His feet take him to the statue of J N Tata in front of the main building (some people in IISc
believe that if you get frustrated during your research life, you should come to this place – you will
be inspired and rejuvenated). He looks up at the statue and asks, ”What’s the use of this institute?
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What’s the use of celebrating 100 years? Why do we have such faculty members in the centenary
committee? Why did you create such an institute where people who don’t know the security aspects
of JSP and PERL dictate what technology to use?”. bhOndOO looks down, nods in negation and
sighs, ”But why am I telling all this to you? How will you understand? You won’t know the difference
between JSP and PERL!”.

Eight seconds pass. There is a silence. bhOndOO’s last statement is echoing back in his ears,
You won’t know the difference between JSP and PERL. A sudden thought interrupts bhOndOO’s
thinking: How will UNIX know the difference between JSP and PERL?

bhOndOO’s eyes get bigger, his heartbeat rate increases, he quickly turns and starts running to-
wards CSA dept, he looks back at the statue of J N Tata and says, ”Thanks!”.

He does something, feels happy, and sends a mail to Prof Krishnamurthy:

Dear Sir,

Please check the link:

http://alumni.iisc.ernet.in/cgi-bin/cc/login.jsp

bhOndOO.

Prof Krishnamurthy praises bhOndOO again, the conference committee agrees, and the page gets
linked from the Centenary Conference website.

So, what bhOndOO does is this: ln login.pl login.jsp.

dinner with advisor.

Gullu called up bhOndOO, ”Hey bhOndOO, lab junta is taking Sir and his family for dinner tonight.
Be there at the lab at 19:00.”. ”Where are we going?”. Gullu had cut the connection.

bhOndOO felt uneasy – not to get the call disconnected, but because he was not made a part of
the arrangement whereas Gullu was! Such events are very useful to impress your advisor, but I never
get the opportunity, bhOndOO complained – to nobody in particular.

By evening, bhOndOO:

1. got his new shirt ironed.

2. got his shoes polished.

3. took bath.

4. started looking like Hrithik Roshan – almost.
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At 19:00, bhOndOO was surprised to see all lab mates already present! They never make it on
time for the lab discussions, but for eating, everyone is so punctual! Prof Krishnamurthy arrived with
his family.

”Who is missing?”, Sir asked.
”Bunty is arriving in 10 min.”, Gullu replied. bhOndOO noticed.
”Okay. Then we all will go ahead. Can someone wait for Bunty here? He does not have a vehicle.”,
Sir asked.
Before bhOndOO could say something, Gullu dominated, ”I will wait, Sir.”. bhOndOO got agitated
to have missed the opportunity.
”One person can come in my car...”, Sir offered.
”I will come with you, Sir.”, bhOndOO (almost) shouted without letting Prof Krishnamurthy finish
his sentence. He did not want to miss this opportunity.

Gullu waited for Bunty, bhOndOO joined Sir’s car and others got into Chunna’s car. bhOndOO
tried to open up conversation with Prof Krishnamurthy many times, but he was busy concentrating
on driving and bhOndOO did not receive good response. bhOndOO was not disappointed, however,
since he had not done anything wrong (yet).

They reached Basil in Malleshwaram. bhOndOO, purposefully, grabbed the seat in front of Prof
Krishnamurthy’s. Some informal discussion was on while bhOndOO was looking for options to look
different from the crowd. An idea struck him: How about washing hands? Let me be the first to show
my cleanliness. bhOndOO got up and went to the basin. While washing hands, he was feeling nice
that his advisor would be appreciating him. He looked up into the mirror and smiled to himself.

When he came back, he saw his chair occupied by Gullu. After a friendly argument, bhOndOO
had to grab the corner seat. The dinner was then overshadowed by jokes and funny events narrated
by Gullu. bhOndOO kept wondering after every joke, What is so funny about it? Prof Krishna-
murthy, his family and all lab-mates except bhOndOO enjoyed with Gullu at the center of the table.
bhOndOO felt sad and he kept silent.

After dinner, when they came out of Basil, they saw rain pouring. bhOndOO was overjoyed –
not because he enjoys rains, but because Gullu would get wet. Prof Krishnamurthy thought for a
while and asked, ”Chunna, can you accommodate Bunty in your car? I can then take Gullu with me.”.

bhOndOO did not like that thought at all. ”No problem, Sir.”, Chunna replied.
Prof Krishnamurthy turned to Gullu, ”Gullu, you leave your vehicle here. Join my car. It is raining
heavily.”.
Gullu, who had to return the bike to Chunni Babu in hostel, spoke in a heroic tone, ”Don’t worry,
Sir. I will manage. You all can go ahead.”.
”Are you sure?”.
”Yes, Sir. Don’t worry. I am used to getting wet in rains.”.

bhOndOO got doubly disappointed that Gullu managed to impress Prof Krishnamurthy with his
heroic words! Heartbroken, he got into his advisor’s car. Other lab mates including Bunty got into
Chunna’s car and Gullu went for his bike.

It was dark. Malleshwaram roads were flooded with water about one feet high. Many people were
standing at the shop entrances awaiting clear sky. Moisture on the inner side of the front glass screen
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was obstructing a clear view of the road. Prof Krishnamurthy’s concentration was at peak. He
brought down the window pane a little to allow air and reduce suffocation.

bhOndOO was silent, looking down at his polished shoes and new clothes. The shirt was white
in color with pink squares. While he was looking at a square, he realized that it suddenly changed
its color to brown. How did that happen? When he looked properly, he realized that it was mud!
”Shit!”, bhOndOO wanted to say but heard it before he could speak. He looked at the source of the
voice, Prof Krishnamurthy, to witness his white kurta decorated with small and big dots of mud. Prof
Krishnamurthy’s face turned pink.

Past Prof Krishnamurthy, bhOndOO saw a biker overtaking their car speedily. The biker man-
aged to spill mud from the road on bhOndOO and Prof Krishnamurthy through the small open slit
of the car window. bhOndOO did not how to react to his advisor’s anger when he heard his advisor
speaking, ”That is Gullu, right?”.

bhOndOO, that night, kept dreaming of Gullu repeatedly failing in Comprehensive Exam.

the scholarship form.

Every student is expected to get his scholarship form signed by his advisor every month. The forms,
one for each student, are neatly kept in a register (folder) in office near the entrance, easily accessible
to students. Until lately, the office staff used to send a reminder to students every month to get their
advisors’ signatures for processing of scholarship. Every student used to take out his form from the
register, take it to his advisor, and after getting signed, used to put it back into the register. Office
staff would then process the forms by the middle of the month and send to the Academic/Finance
section for approving the students’ scholarships for the month. This is a useful exercise for some
students (like bhOndOO) who happen to meet their advisors once in a lifetime.
Often something or the other would be missing from the table on which the register is kept: sometimes
the pen, sometimes the refill in the pen, while sometimes the ink in the refill. One month, I was taken
aback to know the missing item from the table: the register itself! On enquiring I came to know that
it was in the custody of office staff. The office lady took out my scholarship form from the register
and handed over to me. I did not understand the sudden change of process, but since I was more
keen on getting my advisor sign on the scholarship form, I did not ask. Later, I came to know this
story from Arun and Satadru. Thanks to both of you.

bhOndOO woke up early that day. He had enough sleep and was feeling fresh. Before breakfast,
he had finished bath. He got ready, combed hair, looked at the handsome young man in the mirror,
locked his room, finished breakfast, and rode to the department on his bicycle, whistling Suhana safar
aur ye mausam hasin, Hamein dar hai ham kho na jaye kahin....

He was welcome at the department by the melodiously voice of a cuckoo. bhOndOO looked at it
and smiled. Today is a good day. I should do some work today, bhOndOO told himself while parking
the bicycle. He came to the lab and checked his mails using the new webmail created for students.
His eyes noticed a mail from office. It asked him to get his scholarship form signed by his advisor.
Suddenly, the beautiful day was no longer felt so. While looking at the mail, bhOndOO kept trying
to recollect when he met his advisor last. Finally, he realized that it was a few weeks back – to get
the signature for previous month!
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bhOndOO searched hard in his brain to find out what all Prof Krishnamurthy, his advisor, had
asked him to do. Oops! I needed to implement context-sensitive version of the algorithm. Hold on!
I had to first implement the context-insensitive version! Man! I have done nothing. Is it one month
since then? Time in Bangalore flies very fast yaar! bhOndOO then remembered all the treks, trips,
and farewell parties, and cursed himself for not having anything to show to Prof Krishnamurthy (ex-
cept the photos of the treks, trips and the parties).

Let’s face it this time (also), bhOndOO made up his mind. He logged out of his account, left
Computing Lab and went to the office. He took out his scholarship form from the register and was
about to leave when he noticed something on the form. The entry for the current month contained
crosses (xxxx). There was no space to sign! Who did this? bhOndOO knew the answer: no, no, not
Gullu, but Prof Krishnamurthy.

He quickly day-dreamed of what all his advisor was going to say to him:

1. I have deliberately done that. You should learn a lesson from this.

2. Research is not about outings and parties, it requires 100% dedication.

3. You are not fit for research life. Go to hell!

4. Unless your scholarship stops, you won’t start working.

5. If you still don’t get the lesson, you are free to leave PhD.

bhOndOO started crying – in the dream. In reality, he got angry. This is not the way of dealing
with a student. A student is not a slave! If Prof Krishnamurthy wanted to scold me, he could have
directly done so or he could have not signed in the register! What is this childish manner of behaving!
This doesn’t suit a faculty member in a prestigious institute like IISc!

bhOndOO’s face turned reddish, his pulse rate doubled, and behind his big spects, he started looking
terrible – almost like a Bollywood villain! He held the form (mental form as well as the scholarship
form) firmly, left the office and started walking towards his advisor’s office. On the way, he heard the
cuckoo singing and poured his anger over her: You don’t have any work other that shouting the whole
day? The cuckoo stopped singing.

bhOndOO waited for 100 seconds outside Prof Krishnamurthy’s room. He was trying to make up his
mind. Before he could successfully do it, he saw another professor peeping from inside an adjacent
room to see why bhOndOO was standing at the door. The professor’s look almost forced bhOndOO
to get in.

”Sir, why did you crossed my scholarship bill?”, bhOndOO just threw in the words he found, be-
fore his advisor could turn to him and wish him Good Morning. Prof Krishnamurthy kept looking at
him and did not understand a single word. ”Sorry?”, and he raised his eyebrows.

By now, bhOndOO’s pulse rate was obstructing his words and thinking. He tried to speak but
could not find any better wordings. Finally, he managed to say, ”Sir, ...” and handed over the form
to his advisor. Prof Krishnamurthy looked at the form, made a face as if he was trying to find a
polynomial-time algorithm for a supposedly NP-Hard problem, and exclaimed, ”Oh! There is no
space to sign for this month. What should we do?”.
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bhOndOO realized by now that his whole thought process had gone waste. He quickly controlled
the situation by changing his tone, ”Sir, someone has added theses crosses. Don’t know who and
why.”.
”This is a problem. Let me ask office staff.”. Prof Krishnamurthy called up the office, talked for
some time. Meanwhile, bhOndOO’s pulse rate normalized. He felt happy that his advisor did not
do anything on the scholarship form, but felt happier that he did not understand what bhOndOO
wanted to say! Prof Krishnamurthy put down the phone and turned to bhOndOO, ”I will send an
email to the office approving the scholarship.”.
”Okay Sir.”, bhOndOO said happily and turned to leave.
”You can take this form.”.
”Oh! Sorry Sir.”, bhOndOO took the form, ”Thank you, Sir.”, and he turned again.
”bhOndOO?”.
”Yes, Sir?”.
”What happened to the pointer analysis algorithm implementation?”.
bhOndOO, again did not find words. He managed, ”Sir, I was thinking that I should first implement
the context-insensitive version. Later, I can add the context-sensitivity. What do you think, Sir?”.
”Yes, that is a good way of going about it.”.
”Okay, Sir. I will keep you updated of the progress.”.
”Sounds good.”.

bhOndOO finally managed to leave the room in single piece.

Since then, office staff keeps the register with them and they have also allowed faculty members
to send scholarship approvals by email.

bangalore bomb blasts of july 2008.

No, no. This post is not about the news. It is rather about the bloggers (like me).
I searched on Google Web: no results talking about it. Google news: no results.

I searched on Rediff and initially, there was a simple text 3 blasts rock Bengaluru; 1 killed, sev-
eral injured without a link. After a few seconds, they added a link to it, which was possibly wrong.
After other few seconds, they updated it to the correct one. It initially contained only this much
information:

One person was killed in three blasts that rocked Bengaluru and its outskirts on Friday. Three
low-intensity blasts went off at Nayandahalli, Madivala, Adugodi. ¡/p¿ ¡p¿One woman was killed and
several have been injured. Gelatin sticks appear to have been used in the blasts.¡/p¿¡p¿Further details
awaited.

The interesting stuff was Google blogs, where I found the following:

Bangalore News Bomb Blasts - Serial Bomb Blasts
9 minutes ago by Sphurthy Ravindra
Atleast one person died and more detailed news is awaited. Keep watching this space for more update
information on these Bangalore Serial Bomb Blasts. Also tracking this news at Bangalore Serial Bomb
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Blasts.
Results and Jobs

Bomb Blast in Bangalore July 25
6 minutes ago by admin
There is a bomb blast in Bangalore in two places. Madiwala and Mysore Road. Details yet to be
known. This is a test post.. Bomb Blast in Bangalore.
VijayWeb.com

Multiple Bomb blast in Bangalore - India
1 minute ago by Pradeep SV
There is a multiple bomb blast in Bangalore, 1. Mysore Road and 2. Madiwala.
News says 2 dead and many injured. Mysore road is very near to my home,
hoping not much people have injured, We were thinking Bangalore is the safest place to ...
Web Analytics for Business Insights and...

Bangaloreans Be Cautious! Reports of Serial Blasts!
17 minutes ago by SumitB
I appeal to all our friends from Bangalore to be cautious as television channels are reports a series of
blasts (2 reported till now :Frustrati). Please be careful and report here of your well being!
Team-BHP

Fuel crisis and then some
11 minutes ago by Pallavi Baruah
I am unabashedly glad that I am a woman and can get what I want just by altering my approach
strategy. On a different note, I like the Aamir Khan ads that are being aired. Breaking News. Blasts
in Bangalore.. !!! FISH ! ...
Point of Reflection

Banglore Blast Updates
6 minutes ago by MoneyBazaars
BANGALORE CITY TRAFFIC CLOSED DUE TO HEAVY BOMB BLAST — TOTAL 5 SERIAL
BLAST..... PPL ASKED TO STAY AWAY FROM ROADS AND PUBLIC PLACES — POLICE
WARNING MORE BLASTS IN IT PARKS !!!
MoneyBazaars

Bangalore Bomb blast bengaluru india
7 minutes ago by Atithi
Multiple Bomb Blast in Bangalore has took place today. 1 person is reported dead. More details
awaited.
India 2008

Bomb Blast in Bangalore
9 minutes ago by Just for Fun ;)
Guys i just heard there was a bomb blast in bangalore in three places one madiwala and other nayan-
dahalli dont know other place if it is real do leave a comment.
Need to Know

Bomb blast in Bangalore
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9 minutes ago by sandeshdixit
There are two blast in Madiwala and Sarjahpur Road. One man is killed .
My Weblog

I am sure, all these must be Software Engineers (like me) :).

And Google Trends suggest this (volcanic growth for search bangalore blasts) and display this:

google ads on blasts pages.

I was wondering, if Google AdWords shows ads depending on the content of the page, what ads would
it show for Bangalore Blasts. I checked a few pages and these are the observations – rather interesting.
Some of them were very irrelevant to the post/blasts, but some of them were very related. I have
omitted the irrelevant ones (about Silicone Bracelets, Voice Broadcast, Online Merchandise etc).

Military Search
Get Info on 100+
Government Parts
NSN, CAGE Code, etc.
View The Demo!
engineers.ihs.com

International Development
News and comment on
the key issues facing
developing nations
www.publicservice.co.uk

Democracy Roundtable
The challenges facing
democratic governance
around the world
blogs.america.gov
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Catch a Cheating Spouse
Find Out How to Catch a
Cheating Spouse And Put
An End To The Lies!
CatchSpouseCheating.com

Spyware In Your Privacy
Get Rid Of The Internet
Threats And Protect Your
Privacy From Hackers
74.54.146.66/ patrick1/

Military Experience?
Use your military service
to advance your
education and career.
OnLineDegreeFacts.com

13 Signs of Burnout
Avoiding Stress,
Depression and Burnout
by expert Henry Neils
www.assessment.com

4 Easy Accident Plans
Covers Accidental Death,
Permanent Total/Partial
Disablement, till 70.
ICICILombard.com

I must say, I am impressed.

google trends: indian colleges.

Often, search volumes and visits to websites suggest people interests. The good thing about quantifying
such entities is not only that you can say A is better than B, but also A is X times better than B.
Google Trends gives an option to compare volumes of multiple searches. This is the result for IISc
vs IIT Bombay vs IIT Kanpur vs IIT Delhi.

This is the result for IISc vs IIT Bombay vs Harvard vs Stanford vs Princeton.

It is evident and expected to have a gap between Indian and these foreign institutes – but these
images serve well to quantify – and the ratio may be surprising to some. Although, for Indian col-
leges, the search volumes have been almost constant over time, one can see steady decrease in the
search volumes for Harvard, Stanford and Princeton – that too despite the slight increase in the news
reference volumes for these colleges. Does this suggest some trend?

There is also a new provision in Google Trends to see number of daily unique visitors to some sites.
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Here is the result for iisc.ernet.in, iitb.ac.in, iitk.ac.in, iitd.ac.in.

This is the result for number of unique visitors for iisc.ernet.in, iitb.ac.in, harvard.edu, stan-
ford.edu, princeton.edu.
It is interesting to see a sudden drop of visits to these sites during Christmas time.

If you happen to try some interesting trends for colleges, do post a link.

bomb blasts affected ”iisc life”.

It was being felt that iisc life would reach 20K mark by the last day of the month, but Bangalore bomb blasts
changed the scene drastically. In a single day on Jul 25, there were 3000+ visits to the blog, crossing
22K. The winner of predict-and-win contest is Sachin, whose prediction, Jul 30, is the closest.

It is worth mentioning that Meghana, one reader, had predicted Jul 25, but when she tried to com-
ment on the post, it was already 10 tics past 17K and hence could not enter the competition.

WordPress has a list of top posts of the day. iisc life ranked 52 amongst all posts in WordPress
on Jul 26, 2008. Check it out here.

It was a second achievement of iisc life, when on the same day, it was ranked 8th fastest grow-
ing blog. Check it out here.
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Thanks to all of you for the accomplishments.

iit news.

JEE rank holders have started ditching Computer Science:

Of the top 100 JEE rank holders, about 15\% have opted for

electrical engineering despite securing seats in computer science.

This year, of the 54 top 100 students, 10 have ditched computer

science and engineering and chosen electrical engineering as their

first preference.

As admissions opened in the new IITs at rank 600, the topper at

IIT-Hyderabad chose electrical engineering. IIT- Gandhinagar also

opened admissions with the same stream.

Quota system does not seem to be working at IITs/IIMs:

IIT Delhi has decided to terminate 25 students, many of them

from the scheduled caste category, for poor performance.

We found that quotas dont work as well in the IITs, where the

demands for academic excellence are higher.

At IIM, Kozhikode, the highest salary earned by a general category

student was Rs70 lakh this year; the highest earned by the SC/ST

candidate was just Rs13 lakh.

According to information provided by IIT-Powai in Mumbai, 21 SC/ST

students were asked to terminate their undergraduate BTech course

in 2006-2007.

"It is generally assumed that reserved category students, on an

average, score 20\% less than their general category counterparts.".

200+ students to get PhD from IIT-Bombay:

Of the 252 research students, 167 are pursuing their research in

engineering, 66 are working in the area of pure science and the

rest are into humanities and management.

Of all the doctoral students likely to graduate this year, most

are from the chemical engineering department.

In 1974, all the IITs put together gave the country 184 PhD students.
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Even IIT-Delhi saw 140 PhD degrees this year.

Less than 1\% of engineering graduates go in for research.

Update:
Thanks to the comment from DalitForDalits, I checked out this link which talks about the discrimi-
nation students faced from IIT Delhi professors:

Physics professor was taking my viva and I was not able to answer

then she became very annoyed and asked me, Are you from quota?

I said, No. Then she said, Quota means SC/ST. (and not Kota, Rajasthan).

When I asked for my re-examination, the professor immediately replied,

Reservation lekar IIT mein aa jate ho aur exam bhi nahi dete..

The professor started saying that reservation is unjust as undeserving

students from reserved category are selected while upper caste students

who are meritorious are left out and indulge in theft and robbery.

One professor showed my records to the two neighbouring Professors and

said in hushed tone, SC student. Then one of the Professors said,

ok, let him go. No body asked anything about my problems. I felt

it was utter waste to attend the SRC meetings.

please take me with you.

Oh Dear!
Why have you left me! Have I become so much botheration for you? I know there was a time when
you used to take utmost care of me. But what has happened suddenly?

The memory of our first encounter is still fresh in my mind. There were many people who had
come to see me, and I had told them of all my abilities, but they chose others. I was losing all hope,
but you came. You stared at me for a long time, and I knew my fate. I had also liked you, but
in our society, we do not have a say. But my luck was at its best and resulted in our marriage. I
still remember how happy you were to take me home, garlanded, to distribute sweets amongst your
friends, and to see everybody congratulating you. My happiness knew no bounds.

The initial days were marvellous. We used to go for long rides – just two of us. We used to sit
quietly at the Sankey Tank looking at the sunset. We used to often go to Nandi Hills and nearby
trekking spots of Bangalore to spend nights there. We used to go to Udupi to enjoy waterfalls. I must
say, those were the best days of my life.

I remember, once when your friend wanted to take me with him, how hesitant you were! Although,
finally you agreed, I felt very happy to see your worried face. That showed your sympathy, your
feelings, your love! I will never forget how you caressed me after I came back. You decided never to
leave me alone. I was on the seventh sky.
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Almost every place inside IISc campus has witnessed both of us. I have been your partner in every act,
every event, every activity of yours; may that be your dinner at Nesara, your assignment submissions,
or your advisor meetings. I have always been with you, through your tough moments, through your
disappointments, through your happiness.

Everything changed slowly. Initially, you started ignoring me. Then you started cursing me, and
then you used to keep me without food for days! I will never forget how you physically tortured me
with your kicks, when I was ill, and could not come with you to meet your new girl-friend. It was
very mean of you, dear.

I did not know that your research life at IISc and your relationship with me would end together.
You have abondoned me. I am alone. I have nobody except you. If you don’t come, people will
trouble me. World is not good, they may sell me off.

Don’t leave me alone, take me with you, take me with you, my dear.

Written on the occasion of disposal of abandoned two wheelers in IISc.

Note that marriage also means a close and intimate union.

friendship and love.

Friendship and Love in the same image.
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bhOndOO meets with an accident.

bhOndOO was riding his bicycle fast on BEL Road. He was already two minutes late. He had to
reach Vaibhav Theatre for Jaane Tu Ya Jaane Na. His friends had gone ahead to buy tickets.
bhOndOO did not want to miss more of the movie. He tried to increase the speed further and over-
took a couple of motorcycles. He felt very happy for his achievement.

Suddenly, he noticed a beautiful girl at a distance. She was entering the Catholic hospital. He
kept looking at the girl and trying to get noticed by her for his heroic deed. The girl paid no heed.
bhOndOO, excited, removed his right hand from the handle and started waving at the girl. The girl
was unimpressed. bhOndOO, then removed his left hand from the handle and started waving with
both hands, with an excited face. The girl finally looked back to see two fat shabby animals lying on
the road, the conscious one was a buffalo.

When he opened eyes, bhOndOO saw himself in the Catholic hospital. He remembered the girl
and looked around. There were many (and only) elderly ladies around. One of the nuns came smiling
to him, ”Oh! You have recovered? You were unconscious for last 2 days.”.

bhOndOO realized a big plaster on his left hand. ”Don’t worry, there is no fracture. The doctor
put it as a precaution. You are alright.”.

bhOndOO had just started feeling lighter when the nun, looking a bit concerned, came closer and
asked, ”Do you have health insurance?”.
bhOndOO realized that she was asking him for the expenses. He replied, ”No.”.
”Do you have money in your bank?”.
”...No.”.
The nun looked more concerned and enquired, ”Do you have a relative who can help you?”.
bhOndOO thought for a while and replied, ”I have a spinster aunt, who is a nun.”.
The nun got angry and (almost) shouted, ”Nuns are not spinsters! Nuns are married to God.”.
bhOndOO calmly said, ”Then send the bill to my uncle.”.

context-switch.

We have too many things going on on our computer with so many controls! No wonder brain gets
exhausted! Our Electronics teacher in school used to say, ”You have to give only as many controls
on a gadget as really necessary, otherwise, the gadget-user will end up blowing a horn when he sees
a speedbreaker!”.
Just take the case of context-switching. What all controls do we have?

1. In Linux, change screens with Ctrl-Alt-Fn.

2. In KDE, change desktops with Alt-n.

3. In firefox, change tabs with Ctrl-Tab.

4. In shell, change shell instance with shift-arrow.

5. In vi, change file with Ctrl-6.
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6. Inside a shell, change directory with cd.

7. For numerous other applications, use mouse clicks.

Won’t our brain get confused?

Take another case of searching. What all options do we have?

1. google, to search on web.

2. find or locate, to find files on your computer.

3. grep, to find a file with specific keywords.

4. /, to search in vi.

5. Ctrl-F, to search in firefox.

6. For numerous other applications, type in keywords in appropriate search box – like google.

And what would happen when you spend more than half of your being-awake time in front of this
user interface? Have you ever remembered ’grep’ when you are unable to find your copy? Okay, how
many of you visualized a ’notebook’ after reading ’copy’ in the previous statement and how many
visualized ’copy-paste’?

I am spoilt. Now a days, when someone utters ’tree’, I see it upside down, because that is how
we have been drawing it, with root on top! There was a time when I used to visualize a long haphaz-
ard line of people outside a theatre when I heard ’queue’. Now I see only a linked list. When I hear
’pointer’, the first thing I remember is ’C pointers’. I have started noticing vehicle’s number plates
with powers of two!

When I see a beautiful flower or sky or scene, before even enjoying properly, I repent, Oh! Why
don’t I have my digital camera? When someone speaks a conditional statement, I keep wondering
why he did not add the ’else’ clause. When people comment that a bhOndOO-story is hilarious, I try
to find a ’design-pattern’ to repeat in the next story!

I am screwed. We are screwed.

parallel poems.

Mario, an ME student, had written a poem when he had 47 days remaining to finish his stay at
IISc. This poem was published in Jun 2008 issue of Voices, IISc Newsletter. Krishna Kant, an MSc
student, modified the poem to suit MSc/PhD students. Both poems are given below.
47 Days (for ME students).
by Mario Pinto.

I count and recount,
There must be something wrong.
Hopelessly,
for a miracle I long.
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I whine, I cry,
I bang my feet.
Finally,
I give up in defeat.

From home, to home,
I prepare to go.
My heart is reeeally heavy,
You Know?

So little time,
left in Bangalore,
47 Days,
... and i’ll be out of your door.

Even in my wildest dreams,
I never thought,
..of time so sweet,
and the experiences it brought.

He had so much
for me reserved,
Even though non of it
I deserved.

My Heart was free,
My Mind philosophised,
My Body danced,
My soul Rejoiced.

I Praise you God,
for showing me Paradise,
Should you call me now,
Satisfied, I shall gladly close my eyes.

May these 47 days pass,
like the years: The last two,
where each day had
its unique vibrant hue.

Bless Me, Curse Me,
or just Ignore!
47 DAYS,
AND ILL BE OUT OF YOUR DOOR!!!

1047 Days! (for Phd, MSc students).
by Krishna kant Agarwal.
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I count and recount
There must be something wrong
Hopelessly,
for a miracle I long

I whine, I cry
I bang my feet.
Finally
I give up in defeat.

From mess to lab,
I prepare to go
My heart is really heavy,
You know?

So little work
done for the project
1047 days,
...and i’ll be empty in my pocket.

Even in my wildest dreams,
I never thought
Of a time so terrible,
...and the experiences it brought.

He had so much
for me reserved,
Even though non of it,
I deserved.

My heart was free,
And now never’ll be
My mind crashed,
by studies i cherished
My body ached,
and My soul got perished.

I praise you God,
for showing me such a ”paradise”
Hopefully, should you call me now,
Hurriedly!!, i shall close my eyes.

May these 1047 days pass,
like the years; first i can’t remember
where each day had,
lost its value as a mere number.

Bless me, Curse me,
or just Ignore!
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1047 days, it seems
I’LL BE NEVER OUT OF YOUR DOOR!!

two new developments at csa website.

Number one: You will be able to get CSA news/events/seminars in the form of a feed (Thanks to
Raghavendra for the suggestion). Try your feed reader with the feed link: http://www.csa.iisc.ernet.in/feed/fee
and let me know if you find any issues.

Feeds can be implemented easily. One simply needs to generate a valid XML file with minimal
tags like item, title, link and description. Let me know if you want the source code.

Number two: Automatic spam feedback to the web-team is now challenged with a CAPTCHA.
Check out the feedback form and let us know your views about the website.

The original plan was to implement is using a graphics library like GD. But that was too much
for such a small requirement. So we implemented the shortcut.

1. generate random characters and write those to a text file.

2. use enscript to convert the text file to a postscript file.

3. use ps2epsi to convert ps file to eps file.

4. finally, use pstoimg to convert the eps file into a gif.

Steps 1 and 2 can be combined. But if you know of implementing captcha in a faster/easier manner,
do let me know. And, if you want the source, feel free to contact.

Let me put the usual disclaimer: Both these features are in Beta.

bomb in iisc on independence day.

bhOndOO maintains the record – every year on Aug 14, he plans to attend the flag hoisting ceremony,
and the next day, he sleeps past the alarm. bhOndOO is very unhappy with his performance. It has
been thirteen years the record is unbroken.
Post a special lunch in the mess, bhOndOO starts riding towards the department. He passes by
the main building and sees the Indian Tricolor waving at him. He smiles at it and decides, ”I will
definitely see you next year.”.
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He rides past the main building and sees a few children playing with small flags. One child is
looking intently at the building construction by the side of the road and has no clue that the tricolor
in his hand is getting inside the mud below. Another child is trying to beat his friends with his flag.
bhOndOO stops his bicycle, rather abruptly, with minor use of the useless brakes and majorly with
his legs. The children get frightened to see the shabby object suddenly stopping beside them.

”Dear kids, this is our national flag. You should respect it. Don’t misuse it. Keep it always in
a correct position.”, and bhOndOO makes the child keep the muddy flag upright. The children keep
looking at him – curiously. bhOndOO then smiles, says enthusiastically, ”Happy Independence Day.”,
and leaves the spot.

bhOndOO comes to the vacant lab, checks CSA mails, gmail, yahoo, hotmail, rediffmail, orkut –
not a single message. bhOndOO feels bored. He waits in vain for five minutes for someone to come.
The boredom makes him feel sleepy and he decides to go the tea-board to have a hot and fresh tea.

bhOndOO gets seated at a chair. The first hot sip brings him back to half-awakened state. He
starts applying all possible search algorithms to look for the task he should do after returning to the
lab. The algorithms get interrupted by the sight of a medium sized cardboard box kept on a chair at
a corner. bhOndOO looks around and sees a couple of other students not concerned about any box.
bhOndOO gets suspicious because of the recent bomb blasts and because it is the Independence Day.
He moves away from the place – keeping his tea half-untaken and stands for a couple of minutes.
When he gets certain that none of the present visitors own the box, he goes to the tea-board owner
and tells him that it could be a bomb.

After five minutes, the tea-board gets full making a round about the box at a distance. All the
workers, the then seated clients and now the passerby people are keenly looking at the box and no-
body is ready to go near. Someone calls the security personnel. They come with sticks and do not
wish to touch the box.

”Let’s call police.”, the security officer declares. The situation gets more and more tensed. bhOndOO
is excited: not only that he has forgotten about his sleep, but he is also going to become saviour of
many IISc students. His day-dreaming about getting the President Bravery Award gets interrupted
by the siren of the police van. Three police officials get down from the van along with the bomb
detection squad.

They ask everyone to stand further away from the box. bhOndOO receives a special appreciation
from the police when they are informed that bhOndOO noticed the box first. Everyone gets behind –
bhOndOO is still the nearest spectator. One person from the squad wearing an astronaut-like silver
clothes approaches the chair, holding a wire-cutter and a big thick cloth. He goes near the box and
delicately covers the whole chair by the cloth keeping his head low. He waits for a few seconds to
let anything happen. When nothing happens, he looks at his colleagues from the squad (as if stating
Tell my wife and children that I loved them very much), bows further down, and puts his hand below
the cloth. Everyone in the crowd forgets breathing and starts looking with wide open eyes. Each one
of them is expecting a loud noise.

bhOndOO gets 15 hundred thoughts in the 15 seconds the person takes to open the box. While
taking out the box-cover made of card-board, bhOndOO sees a blood red colored oval shaped some-
thing below the thick cloth in the box. As the person keeps down the box cover, people breath again.
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The person then takes the wire-cutter and puts his hand below the cloth. Everyone is holding their
nerves. bhOndOO’s pulse rate is doubled. Several thoughts run past the minds of the spectators: Is
it a bomb? Will it explode? How many will die? Shall I call her? Will I be the first one to blog about
it? Why don’t I have camera in my mobile? Will the person near the box live? What will we tell his
family? What is the phone number of Ramaiyyah Hospital?...

Suddenly, there is a big noise: boom, immediately followed by the shouting of the person near the
box and a few Aaaaas from the spectators. The person is thrown away a few feet from the bomb and
the cloth is torn down to pieces which are scattered around and in air. A few people who try to step
back fall on the people behind them with many more Aaaaas.

When bhOndOO removes his hands from his face, he notices that the person is still alive, because he
is looking straight at bhOndOO. When bhOndOO adjusts his spects, he realizes that the cloth and
the chair, both are intact, and the pieces in the air are floating.

After the crowd disappers, in the order of the nearest spectator first, along with her crying kid,
a lady comes to tea-board and asks the owner, ”Did you see a box containing a balloon here?”.

msnbc breaking news.

Thanks to Arnab for the idea and some of the mail subjects.

Spammers are joining the community of bhOndOO: they are becoming humorous. If you use gmail,
and you are like bhOndOO, you will not simply delete Spam folder emails. You will go through each
subject carefully and make sure that none of them is a legitimate email. If confusion arises, you will
click on the email to read it.

Recently, bhOndOO has started getting spams whose subjects are worth a read, often worth a laugh.
All subjects start with MSNBC - BREAKING NEWS:.

1. Girl cuts off partner’s ear with ice skate.

2. Army Of Two, Dick Cheney And John Mccain Invade Iran.

3. Army Relent On Shooting Live Pigs In Training Exercise - Will Shoot Illegal Immigrants Instead.

4. Mike Tyson To Fight Michael Jackson.

5. Pamela Anderson Shouts, ”i’m Gonna Remarry My One And Only True Love Tommy!”.

6. Michael Jackson Auctions Himself On Ebay!

7. Michigan ’Joker’ Sentenced To 1 Day In Jail.

8. Abortion outlawed in California.

9. Elizabeth Taylor found murdered at home.

10. Elvis Presley daughter gives birth to twins.
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11. I will be suing you.

12. Jerry Yang relinquishes control over Yahoo.

13. Bush ’Troubled’ by Gay Marriages.

14. Microsoft announces takeover bid for Intel, details inside.

15. Japanese Prime Minister denies World War 2 ever took place.

16. NASDAQ index gains 720 points overnight upon war announcement.

17. Tiger Woods to take 2-year break from golf.

18. Vitamin C shows promise in anti-cancer trials.

19. Bush Claims He Has Supernatural Abilities.

Some more subjects can be seen here, the source of some excellent topics in this post.

update on mishra’s bone marrow transplant.

Thanks to all of you for donating for Ashutosh Mishra’s cancer. An update is that Ashutosh has
found a suitable donor and would have the transplant done next week.
Let’s pray that everything goes well and we get to see him recovered soon.

puncturing gullu’s bicycle.

”How do you take a printout, Sir?”, bhOndOO heard a soft voice coming from the back. As he turned,
he saw five young girls surrounding him. He was overjoyed – rather surprised. He quickly inferred
that although the thought was very pleasing, he was day-dreaming and the freshers were asking the
question to someone else in the lab. But noting that he was the only representative of the Adam’s
species in the lab, he recollected his orkut fortune, You will always have good luck in your personal
affairs.
bhOndOO came to senses. He managed, ”Just type clpr filename.”.
”Okay, Sir.”, and the congregation of the ladies moved to a nearby computer.

Gullu entered the Computing Lab and grabbed a seat in a corner.

bhOndOO continued dreaming like Shah Rukh Khan: Shaan se rahoon sadaa, mujhpe log ho fida,
haseenayen bhi dil ho khotee. His beautiful dream was disturbed by whispering of the ladies team.
”No! not lpr, it is clpr.”.
”Not filename baba, but the name of the file. Yes, isca.pdf.”.
”The file is not there. Isn’t it saying it is not found!”.
”But it is there na. See ls is also showing it.”.
”Oh! Then, ...”.
”Hmmm...”.
”clpr is not there.”.
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After 60 seconds of murmuring discussion, 20 seconds of hesitation, and 10 seconds of wait, the
ladies club came back to their angel, ”Sir, it is not working.”.

bhOndOO made a face as if it was an NP-hard problem. He then came up with the reason (lin-
ear in time).
”Oh! clpr is not in the path. Try the complete path /home/scratch/Printer/clpr.”.

The mob returned and said (this time, not coming back to bhOndOO), ”Sir, it is not working.”.

bhOndOO’s status was at stake, which made him a bit (to say less) excited. But the uniform error
interface of Sir, it is not working made bhOndOO angry. He wanted to know what was not working,
but the girls paid no heed to his pink-turned face. Finally, controlling his anger, bhOndOO came to
their computer.

”Oh! You need to convert the file to postscript to take a printout. PDF is not supported.”.
”Oh!” and all the girls hesitated. After a gap of 3 seconds, one of them asked, ”Sir, how to convert
it to postscript?”.

bhOndOO heard a giggle in the corner and he was annoyed by now.

”Okay.”. bhOndOO opened the PDF file in acroread and printed it to a file output.ps. He himself
then typed the command /home/scratch/Printer/clpr -f output.ps and pressed enter. clpr returned to
the prompt with undecipherable error. bhOndOO tried again. Same undecipherable error. Adamant
bhOndOO tried yet again and clpr proved itself equally adamant.

The prestige issue made bhOndOO look at the printer with red eyes and heart full of curses. He
walked to the printer and (showed that he) checked it. The tray contained enough pages, the plug
was connected and the wall-switch was on. bhOndOO observed the printer from all three dimensions,
but did not find anything wrong with it. He then returned to the computer and tried the same
command. clpr returned the same error.

After 300 seconds of trying the same 3-4 commands in random order, the ladies club reentered
the mode of whispering. bhOndOO gathered that he had been demoted from the post of angel to a
useless senior. He kept looking at the printer and felt like crying.

The girl mob, leaving their angel, moved to another angel in the corner. Gullu got up, came to
their computer on which bhOndOO was playing the trial-and-error game, looked at the error message
thrown by clpr, thought for a while, walked to the printer, looked at it, and pushed a button. The
printer woke up roaring like a lion. ”Try now.”, Gullu told the girls.

The girls hesistated. bhOndOO got up from the computer. One of the girls tried the same com-
mand and clpr said, The job completed successfully. The roaring lion threw out a set of pages.

”What was the problem?”, one of the girls asked their new angel.
”The printer button was off.”.
”Oh! Thank you very much.”, the girl said with a lot of gratitude in her eyes.
”You are welcome. But next time, just remember that you should consult the right senior.”.

Gullu and the girls’s gang giggled: Gullu freely and the gang, as before, hesitantly. bhOndOO
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felt bad, as bad as he had felt on listening to the remarks when he had (by mistake?) boarded a ladies
bus in Bangalore. At the next moment, he was out of the lab.

”Hi, bhOndOO.”, came an enthusiastic greeting.
”Hello BenJi.”, bhOndOO’s cold, tight-lipped reply.
”What happened?”.
”This Gullu considers himself a Hero! At my cost, he is trying to impress the girls! He must be taught
a lesson. I will teach him the lesson.”.

bhOndOO narrates the story to BenJi and brings him outside the department.
”Where is his red bicycle!”, bhOndOO exclaimed.
”Whose bicycle?”.
”That bastard’s bicycle! I will puncture it today. Ah! There it is.”.
”Wait! He must be coming out now. He goes to tea board everyday around this time on the bicycle.”.
bhOndOO stopped himself, remembering the built of Gullu’s physique. ”Then what should I do?”,
bhOndOO asked himself.
”See bhOndOO...”.
”Okay, I am going to tea board. I will wait for him to park his bicycle and once he goes inside, I will
puncture it. What does he considers himself to be! He must be taught a lesson! I will teach him the
lesson.”, and he started walking.

BenJi knew that there was no point in trying to stop bhOndOO for he was very excited and an-
gry. BenJi nodded his head, as if saying, Kaise kaise log hai is duniya mein? and turned to reenter
the department.

Prof Krishnamurthy, bhOndOO’s advisor, came out of the department.
”Good afternoon, Sir.”, BenJi greeted.
”Good afternoon.”, Prof Krishnamurthy greeted back and walked past.

BenJi was about to go in, when he realized something. He looked back to see Prof Krishnamurthy
taking the red bicycle out of the parking area. BenJi raised his eyebrows and wondered, ”I hope he
does not go to tea board.”.

At tea board, bhOndOO waited eagerly. He did not stand in the parking lot not to be seen by
Gullu. After some time, his advisor, Prof Krishnamurthy entered tea board and he wished him. A
few moments later, Gullu entered the tea board. bhOndOO hid himself behind a table and managed
to escape out of the tea board without getting seen by Gullu. Gullu got into the queue.

bhOndOO came out and saw the red bicycle. He went near and looked around to see nobody. He then
sat near the bicycle and thought of puncturing the back tyre. But he had no pointing instrument.
He tried scorching with his nails, but that was not very helpful.

For the lack of any metallic object, he picked up a big stone and started hitting the tyre with it.
His cautiousness made him look around to see BenJi come running along the road. Why is he run-
ning? Whom is he waving at? What does he want to say?

Suddenly, BenJi stopped and turned back. bhOndOO did not realize the sudden change and he
added two more strong hits to the tyre. A pat on the shoulder made bhOndOO turn back. Looking
at his advisor, he almost fell back. Prof Krishnamurthy asked, ”What is going on, bhOndOO?”.
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I better end the story here.

we do, sir.

Oh! Today is the book renewal date! bhOndOO exclaimed looking at the Yahoo! reminder.
bhOndOO set such reminders because he did not like getting fined for such petty reasons. He was
the only student in the CSA department not to have spoilt his name with library fine. All earlier
books he took from library were returned within two days of issue, since bhOndOO hardly understood
anything from them. Not that he got a lot from the current one, but BenJi had taken it from him for
some days. He decided: I will go to the library in the evening and renew the book. The issue counter
is open till 23:00.

”Hi.”, a pleasing voice came from behind.
bhOndOO smiled, turned his head and greeted, ”Hello.”.

Shami settled at a nearby computer. Within seconds bhOndOO realized that there was nobody
else in the lab. This is such a rare chance! bhOndOO thought of taking advantage of the Kabab me
no huddy situation. He checked his pocket which contained enough money.

bhOndOO looked at Shami and tried to speak, but could not. His pulse rate started increasing.
He opened his mouth, but no voice came out. Finally, he told himself, Be brave, man dies only once.

”... Ca... Coffee?”, bhOndOO managed.
Shami smiled, ”Where?”.

bhOndOO was thunderstruck by the question. What does she mean? Is she asking me to take
her out? Is it a hint? He tried to regain his breath with ”In tea-board!”.
”Tea-board is closed; it is a holiday today.”.
”Oh!” Silly me.

bhOndOO kept silent. The pulse rate started reducing. When it came to normal, bhOndOO re-
alized, Oh! On holidays, the issue counter is open only until 16:00. bhOndOO looked at his watch:
15:15. Man! I need to hurry.

bhOndOO did not have the book, but he knew that he could renew it with his ID card. And,
importantly, he was carrying his ID card. bhOndOO logged out and got up.

”Going to hostel?”, Shami asked.
”To the library.”.
”Wait, I will also come.”.

bhOndOO was overjoyed. They both left the lab.

”Wait, I will take my bicycle.”, Shami said.
bhOndOO tried to show his good manner, ”Oh! You can go ahead then, I will come walking.”.
”Not a problem, bhOndOO.”, Shami smiled and took out her bicycle from the parking lot. bhOn-
dOO was on the seventh sky to have got the pleasure of a romantic walk with Shami. bhOndOO even
thought of taking Shami double-seat on the bicycle – but himself felt shy. We will save that for some
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other day, he told himself. They started walking.

”bhOndOO?”, someone shouted from behind.
They both turned to see Gullu running towards them.
”Going towards hostel?”, Gullu asked looking at bhOndOO.
”Yes.”, Shami answered.

Gullu handed over two books to bhOndOO, ”Hey, please give these books to BenJi. He is leav-
ing for his home in next 15 min. He needs these books badly. I will SMS him that you are bringing
the books. I am going to Cauvery Theatre for God Tussi Great Ho. Okay, bye, I am in a hurry.”.

Gullu ran away before bhOndOO could speak. ”Keep those in the container.”, Shami said. bhOndOO
kept the books in the container attached to the handle in front of the bicycle. They continued walking.

They reached in front of the library and bhOndOO saw it open. It was 15:30. bhOndOO was
feeling accomplished.

For crossing the road to the library, they looked back to check any vehicles and saw Lili from Chemical
Department. Lili was holding her left hand with the right one. The left hand was bleeding.

”Oh! What happened, Lili?”, Shami asked.
”A bottle broke in the lab and there was a cut. I am going to the Health Center.”.
”bhOndOO, can you take Lili to the Heath Center?”, Shami said and without waiting for an answer,
continued, ”Take this bicycle, you will reach faster.”, and handed over the bicycle to bhOndOO.

bhOndOO had no choice. Stout Lili grabbed the back seat and fat bhOndOO, with full effort, started
paddling. The cycle started with a zig-zag path, and Shami felt that she would witness a triple-fall.
But bhOndOO managed the balance. He himself cycled past the library, feeling like someone stealing
1000-rupee notes from his wallet in front of his eyes and he could not do anything.

”Thanks, bhOndOO.”, Lili bid adieu in front of the Health Center.
You are not welcome, bhOndOO thought and uttered, ”No problem.”.

bhOndOO thought: BenJi can wait for 15 more min. I will go to the library first and then go
to him, and bhOndOO almost rushed towards the library. It was 15:45.

bhOndOO was cycling very fast. He knew that he was going to make it. His pulse rate had in-
creased and he had started sweating (in Bangalore!). bhOndOO was also about to keep his record
unbroken. He felt good and increased the speed.

Finally, he reached the library. He looked at the watch: 15:50. He felt relieved. He parked the
bicycle. As he was crossing the road to enter the library, a fast bike almost hit him. bhOndOO felt
shocked thinking of meeting with an accident. The bike stopped and Chunna shouted, ”bhOndOO,
where are you roaming yaar! BenJi is waiting for his books. Come on, lets go to the hostel.”.

”See, Chunna. I have to renew my books.”.
”He is already late. He will miss the train. Come.”, Chunna was amongst the students who felt that
anything related to library was non-critical.
”Okay, you take these books.”.
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”How will I carry them while driving, you idiot! Now don’t give foolish reasons. Just get on.”.
”I have to return Shami’s bicycle.”.
”You can return it later, man!”.
”But listen to me...”.
Chunna’s look made bhOndOO keep silent and get seated on the bike. While Chunna turned the
bike, bhOndOO kept looking at the library passing by.

While handing over the books to BenJi, bhOndOO got to listen to a lot of cursing. But bhOn-
dOO was not listening. He knew that it was already 16:00 and he had lost the battle. He felt
depressed, went to the hostel and slept.

In the evening, he walked to the library, took Shami’s bicycle and went to her hostel to return
it.

Next day:
You have broken my record, bhOndOO sighed looking at the one-rupee coin in his hand. He went to
the library and stood at the counter. The lady at the counter checked his ID and told him, ”One rupee
fine, Sir.”. bhOndOO handed over the coin to her. While she was writing the receipt, bhOndOO kept
feeling bad of yesterday’s incident.

”Why don’t you keep the issue counter open till 23:00 on holidays also?”, frustrated bhOndOO
finally spoke.
”We do, Sir.”.

we do, sir.

Oh! Today is the book renewal date! bhOndOO exclaimed looking at the Yahoo! reminder.
bhOndOO set such reminders because he did not like getting fined for such petty reasons. He was the
only student in the CSA department not to have spoilt his name with library fine. All earlier books he
took from library were returned within two days of issue, since bhOndOO hardly understood anything
from them. Not that he got a lot from the current one, but BenJi had taken it from him for some days.
He decided: I will go to the library in the evening and pay the fine. The issue counter is open till 23:00.

”Hi.”, a pleasing voice came from behind.
bhOndOO smiled, turned his head and greeted, ”Hello.”.

Shami settled at a nearby computer. Within seconds bhOndOO realized that there was nobody
else in the lab. This is such a rare chance! bhOndOO thought of taking advantage of the Kabab me
no huddy situation. He checked his pocket which contained enough money.

bhOndOO looked at Shami and tried to speak, but could not. His pulse rate started increasing.
He opened his mouth, but no voice came out. Finally, he told himself, Be brave, man dies only once.

”... Ca... Coffee?”, bhOndOO managed.
Shami smiled, ”Where?”.

bhOndOO was thunderstruck by the question. What does she mean? Is she asking me to take
her out? Is it a hint? He tried to regain his breath with ”In tea-board!”.
”Tea-board is closed; it is a holiday today.”.
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”Oh!” Silly me.

bhOndOO kept silent. The pulse rate started reducing. When it came to normal, bhOndOO re-
alized, Oh! On holidays, the issue counter is open only until 16:00. bhOndOO looked at his watch:
15:15. Man! I need to hurry.

bhOndOO did not have the book, but he knew that he could renew it with his ID card. And,
importantly, he was carrying his ID card. bhOndOO logged out and got up.

”Going to hostel?”, Shami asked.
”To the library.”.
”Wait, I will also come.”.

bhOndOO was overjoyed. They both left the lab.

”Wait, I will take my bicycle.”, Shami said.
bhOndOO tried to show his good manner, ”Oh! You can go ahead then, I will come walking.”.
”Not a problem, bhOndOO.”, Shami smiled and took out her bicycle from the parking lot. bhOn-
dOO was on the seventh sky to have got the pleasure of a romantic walk with Shami. bhOndOO even
thought of taking Shami double-seat on the bicycle – but himself felt shy. We will save that for some
other day, he told himself. They started walking.

”bhOndOO?”, someone shouted from behind.
They both turned to see Gullu running towards them.
”Going towards hostel?”, Gullu asked looking at bhOndOO.
”Yes.”, Shami answered.

Gullu handed over two books to bhOndOO, ”Hey, please give these books to BenJi. He is leav-
ing for his home in next 15 min. He needs these books badly. I will SMS him that you are bringing
the books. I am going to Cauvery Theatre for God Tussi Great Ho. Okay, bye, I am in a hurry.”.

Gullu ran away before bhOndOO could speak. ”Keep those in the container.”, Shami said. bhOndOO
kept the books in the container attached to the handle in front of the bicycle. They continued walking.

They reached in front of the library and bhOndOO saw it open. It was 15:30. bhOndOO was
feeling accomplished.

For crossing the road to the library, they looked back to check any vehicles and saw Lili from Chemical
Department. Lili was holding her left hand with the right one. The left hand was bleeding.

”Oh! What happened, Lili?”, Shami asked.
”A bottle broke in the lab and there was a cut. I am going to the Health Center.”.
”bhOndOO, can you take Lili to the Heath Center?”, Shami said and without waiting for an answer,
continued, ”Take this bicycle, you will reach faster.”, and handed over the bicycle to bhOndOO.

bhOndOO had no choice. Stout Lili grabbed the back seat and fat bhOndOO, with full effort, started
paddling. The cycle started with a zig-zag path, and Shami felt that she would witness a triple-fall.
But bhOndOO managed the balance. He himself cycled past the library, feeling like someone stealing
1000-rupee notes from his wallet in front of his eyes and he could not do anything.
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”Thanks, bhOndOO.”, Lili bid adieu in front of the Health Center.
You are not welcome, bhOndOO thought and uttered, ”No problem.”.

bhOndOO thought: BenJi can wait for 15 more min. I will go to the library first and then go
to him, and bhOndOO almost rushed towards the library. It was 15:45.

bhOndOO was cycling very fast. He knew that he was going to make it. His pulse rate had in-
creased and he had started sweating (in Bangalore!). bhOndOO was also about to keep his record
unbroken. He felt good and increased the speed.

Finally, he reached the library. He looked at the watch: 15:50. He felt relieved. He parked the
bicycle. As he was crossing the road to enter the library, a fast bike almost hit him. bhOndOO felt
shocked thinking of meeting with an accident. The bike stopped and Chunna shouted, ”bhOndOO,
where are you roaming yaar! BenJi is waiting for his books. Come on, lets go to the hostel.”.

”See, Chunna. I have to renew my books.”.
”He is already late. He will miss the train. Come.”, Chunna was amongst the students who felt that
anything related to library was non-critical.
”Okay, you take these books.”.
”How will I carry them while driving, you idiot! Now don’t give foolish reasons. Just get on.”.
”I have to return Shami’s bicycle.”.
”You can return it later, man!”.
”But listen to me...”.
Chunna’s look made bhOndOO keep silent and get seated on the bike. While Chunna turned the
bike, bhOndOO kept looking at the library passing by.

While handing over the books to BenJi, bhOndOO got to listen to a lot of cursing. But bhOn-
dOO was not listening. He knew that it was already 16:00 and he had lost the battle. He felt
depressed, went to the hostel and slept.

In the evening, he walked to the library, took Shami’s bicycle and went to her hostel to return
it.

Next day:
You have broken my record, bhOndOO sighed looking at the one-rupee coin in his hand. He went to
the library and stood at the counter. The lady at the counter checked his ID and told him, ”One rupee
fine, Sir.”. bhOndOO handed over the coin to her. While she was writing the receipt, bhOndOO kept
feeling bad of yesterday’s incident.

”Why don’t you keep the issue counter open till 23:00 on holidays also?”, frustrated bhOndOO
finally spoke.
”We do, Sir.”.

impressing the mother-in-law.

”Hi bhOndOO!”, an enthusiastic greeting from Shami. bhOndOO was pleasantly surprised, ”Hi!
Looking very happy?”.
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”Ya, my mother is coming today.”.
”Oh! That’s wonderful. How long will she be here?”.
”She will be going back day-after-tomorrow.”.
”That is nice. You will get enough time together then.”.
”Ya!”.

bhOndOO continued checking his emails. Suddenly, a thought struck him. He turned to Shami
and,
”What time is Auntie coming?”.
”Her train arrives at Yeswantpur Railway Station at 15:00.”.
”Oh! Just after an hour!”, bhOndOO exclaimed looking at his watch.
”Ya! I am meeting her after three months.”, Shami was in jubilant mode.
bhOndOO gathered courage and finally, ”So, ... Are you going alone to the station?”.

Shami’s enthusiasm witnessed a sudden break. She understood bhOndOO’s question. She first
looked down, then at bhOndOO, and with very sorry eyes, replied, ”Gullu is coming with me to
receive her.”.
”Oh! No problem. I was just being... Good that you are taking someone there... Good...”, and
bhOndOO smiled, looking at Shami. Shami smiled back trying to hide her feeling bad.

For the next half-an-hour, there was no exchange of words between them. Shami showed that she
was reading some blog and bhOndOO showed that he was checking Orkut scrapbook. bhOndOO
understood that Shami felt bad. He wanted to cheer her up, but did not know how.

Gullu entered the Computing Lab, ”Shami, shall we leave?”.
”Yes.”, came a cold reply.

bhOndOO noticed that Gullu was wearing new clothes, was clean-shaved, and – actually, was looking
smart. Shami logged out, got up from the chair, and took her bag.
”Bye bhOndOO...”.
”Bye...”.

Shami looked down and started walking behind Gullu. bhOndOO felt bad to see her this way.
He wanted to say something, but was not finding proper words. Finally, he managed from behind,
”Gullu, you are looking nice today.”.

All of them got surprised to hear that – Gullu, Shami and bhOndOO himself.
”Thanks.”, Gullu said, not particularly in a tone suggesting gratitude.
bhOndOO looked at Shami. Shami smiled. bhOndOO felt lighter. He softened his voice, ”Tell Auntie
that I will meet her during dinner.”.
”Sure.”, and Shami left the lab in a happy mood.

bhOndOO reached the mess for dinner at 19:30. There was hardly anybody, let alone Shami and
Auntie. bhOndOO was also clean-shaved, was wearing washed clothes and looking at least sober. He
settled in a corner and for lack of anything else, started thinking.

Shami was really happy today. It would have been nice had I went with her. Gullu created the
problem. He seems to be trying to impress Auntie. I should do something. When they come, I will
behave properly.
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bhOndOO thought of calling Shami, but stopped himself saying that it was too early. At 20:00,
the mess was almost full. bhOndOO, this time listening to himself, called up Shami.
”Hello?”.
”Hello, this is bhOndOO.”.
”Hi...”.
”Hi. When will you be coming to the mess?”.
Shami realized from the word coming that bhOndOO was already waiting for them. With an apolo-
getic tone, she said, ”Actually, Gullu is taking us out for dinner.”.
bhOndOO was struck with terror, anger and surprise. He suddenly started feeling that he was left
alone in the world. He could not utter a single word.
”Hello? bhOndOO?”.
”Yes, ...”.
”Would you like to join us for dinner?”, Shami understood bhOndOO’s silence.
”No, you people go ahead. Bye.”.
”... Bye.”.

Sitting in the mess corner, bhOndOO felt like crying. His voice was choked. He came back to
his room without eating and slept.

The next day, bhOndOO did not leave the hostel. He had early breakfast. After taking bath, he
went for early lunch. bhOndOO glanced around, but did not find Shami, Auntie or Gullu in the mess.
He felt like calling Shami, but decided against.

Post-lunch, he came to the department. While entering the Computing Lab, he checked who all
were present and was disappointed to see both Shami and Gullu missing. He typed pine -i and
checked his mail. His eyes glistened to see a mail from Shami.

\newline

Dear bhOndOO,\newline

\newline

We (Mother, Gullu and I) are going to Forum mall. If you can join us, please come to the department

\newline

I am not able to reach you on mobile.\newline

\newline

Shami.\newline

bhOndOO checked his watch: 13:00. He sighed. Then, he thought about the mail from Shami
and felt better. At least, she considers me. Will meet Auntie during dinner. Till then, I can do some
work. He started conducting his experiments on Pointer Analysis, skipped snacks, and returned to
the mess for dinner.

At 20:00, while bhOndOO was waiting for Shami and Auntie, he received a call.
”Hello?”.
”Hello bhOndOO. We are very sorry, but we are not coming to the mess. Mother is very tired and
we had heavy snacks. She wishes to sleep. Please don’t mind.”.

bhOndOO was heart-broken. He felt very bad, but showed otherwise, ”No, no. No problem at
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all.”.
”bhOndOO, Mother has asked whether you can come to drop her to the railway station tomorrow?”.
”Oh, sure. I will come. What time do we have to start?”.
”The train is at 08:00. We should start by 07:15.”.
”Okay, I will be there outside your hostel at 07:15.”.
”bhOndOO, don’t feel bad.”.
”You don’t feel bad. I am fine.”, and then to make Shami feel better, bhOndOO added, ”By chance,
I am not able to get up so early, just give me a call.”.
Shami smiled and replied, ”Sure. See you tomorrow.”.
”See you.”.

bhOndOO felt lighter. He finished dinner, went to his room and slept. While he was dreaming
about him getting married to Shami and about receiving blessings from his in-laws, Gullu arived and
started shooting with his rifle. One bullet entered bhOndOO’s heart and bhOndOO woke up – to
see his mobile blowing the alarm. He switched off the alarm and sat for a few seconds in the bed
controlling his pulse.

I must do something today. Gullu must have forced heavy snacks on them yesterday. Shami and
Auntie are not responsible. He must have tried to impress Auntie in many ways and he will be there
at the railway station today also. I need to be careful. Gullu, main aa raha hoon!

With a firm mind, bhOndOO got up, and at 07:00, he was ready to leave. He reached Shami’s
hostel to see the three of them waiting. bhOndOO looked at Gullu. Gullu had a mocking smile on
his face, as if saying, ”I have won the battle.”.

They hired two autos – one occupied by Shami and her mother, and the other occupied by, ahem,
Gullu and bhOndOO. When they got down at the railway station, Gullu jumped down and went to
the other auto to pay for Shami and Auntie. bhOndOO had to pay for him and Gullu.

The train was ready on the platform and Auntie had half an hour to go. Gullu enthusiastically
kept all the luggage properly under her seat. They were chatting in the bogie when Auntie saw a
book-shop on the platform.
”I will check whether there are any good novels at the book-store.”.

Now there was a problem. Somebody should accompany her. Shami could not leave the place
because she had to look at the luggage. Gullu wouldn’t go, because he wanted to get the precious
time with Shami. bhOndOO also wanted that, but our b-O-n-d thought something and said, ”Okay,
I will come with you.”. Gullu was overjoyed.

At the book-store, while Auntie was glancing over the books, bhOndOO enquired, ”How is Un-
cle’s health now?”.
”After the attack, we were really scared. But he is taking regular exercise and medicines.”, Auntie
replied.
”That is good. You should also take regular exercise, Auntie.”, bhOndOO – who had never managed
to be regular in exercising for more than three days – said.
”I am not worried about myself. I am worried about Shami though. Is she studying properly?”.
”Auntie, what do you mean! She is our topper!”.
Auntie smiled, proudly, and continued, ”It is good that you all are there with her. Please take care
of my child.”.
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bhOndOO looked at the train window: Gullu had a wicked smile. bhOndOO’s eyes sparkled. He
replied, deriving the wicked smile from Gullu, ”Don’t worry, Auntie. As long as Gullu is there with
her, she will not have any problems. You must have seen it in the last two days. He takes care of her
– like an elder brother.”.

bhOndOO borrows money.

bhOndOO checked his wallet and found a single 500-rupee note. He offered it to the auto-driver.
The auto-driver looked at the note, then at bhOndOO, then made a face as if wondering how such a
man could have a note of such a denomination, and responded, ”Change, Sir.”.

bhOndOO knew that it was the only money he had, but to show his consideration towards the
auto-driver, checked his wallet and pockets. ”I have no change.”, bhOndOO whispered, hesitantly.
They both then kept looking at each other for two seconds.

bhOndOO took the lead, he asked nearby auto-drivers; but they did not have change – at least
they said so. He asked the security guard for change, but the security guard made a face as if bhOn-
dOO was insulting him. bhOndOO felt frightened to see his big moustache and the heavy stick he
was carrying, and he turned away from the security guard. He finally noticed a girl passing by. Shall
I ask? Will she respond? What if she considers me a flirt? Anyway, it is important that I reach the
mess on time. Otherwise, I will miss dinner. And at the most, she will refuse.

With a brave heart, bhOndOO approached the girl:
”Excuse me.”.
”Kya re?”.
”Mera dil tere pe ...”.

Both of them noticed their mistakes and felt embarassed.
”Sorry.”, came a chorus voice.

bhOndOO forgot the reason for which he approached the girl. Shall I first ask her her name or
whether she is a student? Which one will sound less intrusive? May be I should just ask whether she
is from BioChemistry! May be I should first introduce myself. Who is honking?

bhOndOO looked back to see the auto-driver blowing horn. bhOndOO came back to the reality.
He turned back to the girl.
”Ummm... Do you have a change for Rs.500?”.
”Let me check. How much is the bill?”.
”Ninety eight rupees.”.

The girl nodded, opened her purse, and started checking. bhOndOO was also eagerly looking in-
side the purse (this was the first time in his life that he got to see a girl’s purse). But when he saw
two lipsticks, he felt that it was a bit too much and he started looking elsewhere. He noticed the
security guard keenly observing him! bhOndOO got frightened again and turned his head down –
towards the lipsticks.

The girl took out two 10-rupee notes, two 100-rupee notes and a few coins.
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”Sorry.”, she shrugged.

Her face showed so much apology that bhOndOO himself felt bad. ”No, no. No problem.”, bhOn-
dOO tried. He tried to look around for someone else, but came the voice, ”You are bhOndOO, right?”.

bhOndOO was pleasantly surprised to know that the voice originated from the girl. Wow! I didn’t
know that I was so famous – bhOndOO conjectured. ”Yes!”, came an enthusiastic reply.
”Okay. Take these hundred rupees. You can return the money later. I am also from A mess.”.

bhOndOO had never noticed that girl before and there was no question of knowing her name or
department. bhOndOO thought: It will be very unfair of me to ask her her name. She already knows
me! And my mess! I will not insult her by showing that I don’t know her. I anyway know her face.
Will return her money next time I meet her – that will also leave me a chance of meeting her again.

”Thank you so much!”, and bhOndOO grabbed the note. He returned to the auto-driver with a
triumphant face and handed over the note. He then made a proud look on his face, waved his hand,
and announced, ”Keep the change!”.

The auto-driver looked at bhOndOO, gave an angry look, and ordered, ”Return this to her.”, handing
over a 2-rupee coin to bhOndOO. bhOndOO felt embarrassed. The auto-driver left.

bhOndOO returned to the girl and held his hand containing the coin towards her, ”Your two ru-
pees.”.
”Keep it.”. bhOndOO heard it similar to Keep the change. ”It will be easier for you to return a
hundred that ninety-eight.”.
”Oh! You are right.”, and dropping the coin into his pocket, bhOndOO cursed himself for showing
his illogical behavior to the girl, ”I will return your money in the mess tomorrow.”.
”Okay, bye.”.
”See you.”, bhOndOO hoped for meeting again.

The next day, bhOndOO spent two hours for breakfast, two hours for lunch, and two hours for
snacks and did not see the girl in the mess. His friends kept asking him whom he was looking for,
but he did not know how to tell – and anyway, they would have made fun of bhOndOO. He kept the
sweet secret to himself. Girls in the mess kept whispering about and cursing bhOndOO, since he was
continuously looking at them: Look how he is watching! Like an owl! That shabby fellow does not
have any manners! My god! He is shameless. Look, look now. He is now staring at that table. I tell
you, he is continuously looking at girls! Hey, which department is he from?

bhOndOO was getting anxious. Was she really from A mess? Was she a student? Did I really
take money from her or was I day-dreaming? bhOndOO kept waiting carrying a 100-rupee note in
his shirt’s pocket.

It was dinner time. bhOndOO reached the mess at 19:00 not to miss her. It was his last chance
of the day. The lyrics of Mere Mehboob kept coming to his mind: Aaj ka din meri umeed ka hai
aakhari din....

At 20:00, the mess was full. bhOndOO’s eyes were eagerly browsing over the tables; and he saw
her. Ah! There she is! I found her! My efforts since morning have paid. She has come. She has come
for me.
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bhOndOO took out the 100-rupee note from his pocket and with a big smile, and equally big eyes,
started walking towards her table. He was not concerned that the girl was having dinner with her
friends. He directly went near her and in a heroic tone, uttered, ”Hi!”.

He heard no Hi in return. The girl, including her friends, started looking at bhOndOO. To save
himself from embarrassment, bhOndOO introduced himself, ”I am bhOndOO. We met yesterday?”.

The girl kept looking, trying to push herself back, away from bhOndOO’s reach. She then looked at
her friends, then back at bhOndOO and made a face with a big question-mark on it.

bhOndOO realized that she was not in a mood to show their acquaintance in front of her friends.
He felt embarrassed and came to the point, ”Okay. Take this.”, and put forth his hand. The girl,
including her friends, hesitated as if bhOndOO was about to spill acid on their faces! When she saw
bhOndOO’s hand containing 100-rupee note, she tried, ”What for?”.

”Oh! Its yours. Keep it.”.
”No, no.”.

bhOndOO felt that she was trying to show her gentle behavior and was asking him not to return
the money.
”No, no. You must take it. Hundred rupees is a big amount.”.
”But, but, why are you giving it to me?”.
”Because, I took it from you yesterday!”, bhOndOO tried to clarify.
”But I don’t know you. I never gave you any money. In fact, we never met before.”.

bhOndOO understood. He had a very bad habit of forgetting people’s names and faces. He apolo-
gized, ”Oh! I am sorry. I think I mistook you for somebody else. Sorry.”, and bhOndOO left the mess.

The next day, at tea-board, while bhOndOO was churning over the girl’s thoughts, he noticed a
notice (obviously). It was a competition titled Make a Fool!. The participants should fool someone
in campus and bring in the video of fooling the person as a proof. Stupid competitions, bhOndOO
thought and came back to his lab.

bhOndOO goes to dj.

Thanks to Hariprasad for the idea of this story.
”What is the plan for Engineers’ Day?”.

”Let’s go out for a trek?”.
”How about a movie? The Last Lear?”.
”Shall we go to M G Road? We will roam around.”.

bhOndOO was listening. He suddenly attacked, ”Engineers’ Day is not a holiday!”. Everyone got
silent and started staring at bhOndOO, who continued, ”We celebrate it in the memory of the great
engineer Sir Visvesvaraya. He did so many wonderful engineering marvels in the country and you
people are talking about going for a trek, movie and roaming around on his birthday!”.

For the first time, junta felt ashamed while bhOndOO was talking. Noting the silence, bhOndOO
entered the political speech mode.
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”We should do something which will show our abilities as engineers. We should do something that
will make us proud of being engineers. We should do something that will help the common man.”.

He stopped and expected an applause. Nobody did. Without saying much, everyone went back
to their rooms. bhOndOO was left alone in his hostel room. He was feeling bad – not to see the
mentality of today’s engineers, but because nobody clapped at his inspiring speech. To feel a change,
he started reading a paper on Pointer Analysis and soon slept on his chair.

His sleep was disturbed by a rush outside. He opened the door and peeped outside. It was get-
ting dark. There was a strange smell of deodorants lurking around the corridor. He noticed a few
strangers roaming around. They were looking like taporis, with very bright clothes, and weird hair-
styles. When bhOndOO blinked his sleepy eyes a few times, he realized that they were his friends
with whom he was chatting earlier.

”Where are you all going?”.
”We are going to a DJ.”.

bhOndOO realized that engineers would remain engineers. He sighed, ”You are doing injustice to
your engineering degree. What will the soul of Sir Visvesvaraya feel! You people are incorrigible.
Shall I join?”.

They grabbed their and others’ bikes and went to a DJ near M G Road. The security guard at
the entrance allowed everyone except bhOndOO to enter. When questioned, the security guard rea-
soned, ”He is not attired properly!”.

On hearing the security guard, Gullu and BenJi looked at each other, then at bhOndOO, and came
near him. Before bhOndOO realized, the buttons of his shirts were opened, his sleeves were folded till
his deep-hidden biceps, and his well-comb hair were scattered. The hair started looking like stand-
ing grass, and bhOndOO started looking like an electric-shocked mawali. The guard got out of his way.

The place was dark, lit intermittently with red and blue flash lights, the sound of the speakers
was so huge that girls had to shout to whisper. This was the first time bhOndOO had come to a DJ.
He had long forgotten about Sir Visvesvaraya. With wide open eyes and mouth, he was looking at
the people in general and ladies in particular. Everyone of his colleagues left him and went on the
dance floor. He was amazed to see non-familiar guys-n-gals dancing together. In that club, standing
at a corner, bhOndOO conjectured that a DJ might become the reason of India’s unity!

bhOndOO was representing diversity in the unity. He wanted to dance, but his dance was of the
level of Govinda aala re, aala in Janmashtami. But he noticed that his colleagues were not really
dancing like Hrithik Roshan. They were simply better versions of Dharmendra. That boosted him
up. He now started looking for an opportunity to rock on the dance-floor. I will join them with the
next song, bhOndOO made up his mind.

The song ended and his friends came back, tired. They all were sweating and bhOndOO under-
stood why the hostel corridor was smelling so much of deodorants. The perspiring laughs made
bhOndOO feel further to dance. The enthusiastic friends started, Sabse aage ladke kaun – IISc, IISc.

Soon, the new song was started. His friends started pushing bhOndOO to go. But bhOndOO was
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feeling very shy. ”No, no.”, he tried. Although Gullu and BenJi both were pushing him, bhOndOO’s
mass was much more and he managed not to get pushed. They accepted their defeat and stopped
pushing.

”But why don’t you want to go?”.
”I don’t have a partner...”, words came out.

His friends looked at one another and started laughing very loudly. bhOndOO felt embarrassed
to have spoken the truth. He started looking down. But Gulu was not ready to let this opportunity
go. He came closer to bhOndOO, whirled his left hand around bhOndOO’s neck from the back, kept
it on his left shoulder, and pointing his right hand towards another corner, put forth a deal, ”You see
the girl in pink standing there. Just go and ask her to dance.”.

”No, no! I won’t go.”.
”You have to go, bhOndOO.”, Chunna declared.
”You must go!”, Rambo.
”When will you learn to dance then!”, Gullu.
”Come on, bhOndOO! Be a man!”, BenJi.

BenJi managed to wake up bhOndOO’s male-ego with Be a man! bhOndOO took a deep breathe,
felt confident, and started walking towards the girl in pink. In the sounds of the song, he did not hear
his friends laughing and saying, ”Pitega bhOndOO.”.

The girl noticed a shabby dangerous-looking creature coming her way. She looked around help-
lessly for her friends who were on the dance floor. She looked back at the creature and dreaded. She
tried to step back, but was stopped by the pillar behind. The creature, with a wicked smile, came
closer and stopped.

There was a silence of two seconds, which made the girl nervous. bhOndOO finally managed and said
something. The girl could not hear anything. But since she wanted to avoid the creature come closer
and shout in her ears, she lip-read him, ”Will you dance with me?”.

”No.”, came a direct reply which was easy for bhOndOO to lip-read. He was disappointed, turned
around, and came back to his friends.

”What happened?”.
”She denied.”.
”Nevermind, bhOndOO. Try that girl in yellow.”.
”No, I don’t want to dance now.”, sad bhOndOO declared, without looking at the girl in yellow.

He spent the remaining time looking down. At few occasions, when he looked up, he noticed the
girl (in pink) angrily looking at him. They all left the DJ after some time. The Engineers’ Day was
celebrated.

bhOndOO forgot the incident soon – bhOndOO is good at that. After a few days, he went to
meet his advisor, Prof Krishnamurthy, to show results of his experiments.

”May I...”.
”Oh! Come in, bhOndOO.”.
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bhOndOO came in.
”Have a seat, bhOndOO. Munni, this is my student, bhOndOO. He is working on Pointer Analysis.
Since you wish to work on Dataflow Analysis, you should talk to him sometime. And bhOndOO, this
is Munni, my niece. She is joining for MSc.”.

bhOndOO and Munni looked at each other and none of them said Hello.

”Yes, Munni. You were telling about some loafer students from the institute?”, Prof Krishnamurthy
continued.

marc faber’s comment on us economy.

Got this as a forward.
Investment analyst and entrepreneur Dr. Marc Faber concluded his

monthly bulletin (June 2008) with the Following:

The federal government is sending each of us a \$600 rebate. If we

spend that money at Wal-Mart, the money goes to China. If we spend it

on gasoline it goes to the Arabs. If we buy a computer it will go to

India. If we purchase fruit and vegetables it will go to Mexico,

Honduras and Guatemala. If we purchase a good car it will go to

Germany. If we purchase useless crap it will go to Taiwan and none of

it will help the American economy. The only way to keep that money

here at home is to spend it on prostitutes and beer, since these are

the only products still produced in US. I’ve been doing my part.

Related links:

1. Biography and photos of Dr Marc Faber, more photos.

2. Wikipedia entry for Marc Faber.

3. GloomBloomDoom: Marc Faber’s company.

4. Interviews of Dr Marc Faber.

5. Books by Dr Marc Faber.

6. Marc Faber in the news.

india vs pakistan at united nations.

Got this as a forward. Note that this story is transformed, is false, and has another version with
Palestines and Israel. Irrespective of your opinion on the Kashmir issue, you may find the idea
interesting.

An ingenious example of speech and politics occurred recently in the United Nations Assembly
that made the world community smile.
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A representative from India began: ”Before beginning my talk I want to tell you something about
Rishi Kashyap of Kashmir, after whom Kashmir is named. When he struck a rock and it brought
forth water, he thought, What a good opportunity to have a bath.

He removed his clothes, put them aside on the rock and entered the water.

When he got out and wanted to dress, his clothes had vanished. A Pakistani had stolen them.”.

The Pakistani representative jumped up furiously and shouted, ”What are you talking about? The
Pakistanis weren’t there then.”.

The Indian representative smiled and said, ”And now that we have made that clear, I will begin
my speech.”.

phd resolutions.

Before joining PhD:

1. I want to win the Nobel Prize.

2. I want to win the Turing Award.

First year of PhD:

1. I want to finish PhD in two years.

2. I want to publish papers only in top tier conferences.

3. I want to make ground-breaking research.

4. I want to win the best PhD Thesis award.

Second year of PhD:

1. I want to finish PhD in 5 years.

2. I want a problem.

3. Shall I change my advisor?

Third year of PhD:

1. I want a paper; I don’t care which conference.

2. Shall I change my topic?

3. I want to be known as Dr bhOndOO.

Fourth year of PhD:
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1. I want to finish PhD!

2. My industry-friends have two children by now. When will I get married?

Fifth year of PhD:

1. Why did I come here?

2. Why did I choose this advisor?

3. Why did I choose this topic?

Sixth year of PhD:

1. Someone give me a degree!

2. I want to leave this place – for ever.

3. Let me live.

Seventh year of PhD:

1. People call me uncle.

2. She waited and finally married someone else.

3. I don’t want any degree. I just want to live peacefully.

happy birthday, bhOndOO.

Today, on Sep 24, our dear bhOndOO is one year old. This blog iisc life was started exactly a year
ago with this post.

Lot of wonderful things have happened since then and you all have become a part of bhOndOO’s
friend-circle. Many of you advertized bhOndOO in some form or another, many of you kept up my
tempo to write by reading and commenting, and many of you contributed ideas and stories. I am
sure this will continue and I am grateful to all of you for being there.

However, one comment needs special thanking, and that is by Dr Abinandanan, when iisc life com-
pleted one month. I would like to quote the comment here:

Congratulations on crossing this major milestone.
You have lots of interesting stories to tell, and you tell them well. So, just keep blogging! [And

that’s the suggestion from me.]

His the suggestion has really helped me go ahead at times. Thank you, Sir. I would urge other
bloggers to keep this suggestion in mind whenever they feel that it is not worth writing.

Achievements:
The blog went through a few accomplishments. But the major achievement was raising of money for
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my classmate Ashutosh Mishra’s bone marrow transplant. Some of you – whom I have never met,
never seen, never communicated with – donated money. I was really obliged. Thank you very much.

PDF:
Here is the PDF version of all posts from Mar 2008 to Sep 2008. Feel free to distribute the enjoyment.
Check out this page for previous PDF.

Statistics:
The number of visits to the blog is close to 30,000 in the first year, averaging over 80 per day. Soon
this would be over 100 per day. Below is the list of most visited posts and their number of views.

Title Views
bangalore bomb blasts of july 2008. 2,954

research life. 1,412
john abraham and eco-friendly jeans! 613

scholarship hike in iisc. 578
the bet on orkut profile views. 514

bhOndOO’s classmate needs help. 400
married apartments in iisc. 325

coffee with shami. 305
marc faber’s comment on us economy. 290

iisc life. 271
bhOndOO decides to commit suicide. 249

fee hike in iisc and the general body me 240
iisc, orkut, dating, matrimony, and the 239
harbhajan, symonds, and the monkey. 239

bhOndOO is yet to write papers, yet to attend conferences, and yet to become Dr bhOndOO. I
am sure, many more adventurous stories of bhOndOO are still to come.

Best Wishes.
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